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 Point bars are prominent features in meandering rivers, yet our understanding of the 
complex interactions among channel morphology, three-dimensional flow structure, and 
depositional processes associated with modern and active point bars remains incomplete. Thus, 
the goal of this research is to characterize the morphology, three-dimensional flow structure, and 
depositional packages associated with point bars along a series of bends with different curvature 
and channel planform through detailed field measurements and relate to previous literature and 
current conceptual models.  
Chapter 3 investigates the morphology of point bars by comparing estimates of channel 
curvature to channel and point bar characteristics including width, migration rate, longitudinal and 
transverse slope, and a shape factor. Results show the Pearl River reach has abundant and a 
systematic distribution of bilinear transverse bar profiles relative to the Wabash River.  
Additionally, field data are compared to synthetic data generated from a centerline bed evolution 
model, where the two datasets are in general agreement, yet the model is incapable of capturing 
local variations in bar morphology that arise as a result of changes in channel width and curvature.   
Chapter 4 analyzes patterns of three-dimensional flow structure within each series of bends 
along the Pearl and Wabash rivers using ADCP cross-sections. Analysis of cross-sections indicate 
differences in flow structure associated with linear versus bilinear profiles. Furthermore, areas of 
flow recirculation associated with bilinear profiles occur on the Wabash River only. 
Chapter 5 investigates the internal structure of modern point bars relying on interpreted 
sedimentary facies mapped along select GPR lines on three point bars along the Wabash River and 
two along the Pearl River. An elevation profile of the 2011 point bar extent was extracted and 
overlain onto the GPR to determine how sediments have been reworked since 2011. Expansion of 
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the channel is associated with lateral accretion packages, whereas translation is associated with 
more laterally continuous, near-horizontal packages. Furthermore, the 2011 profile did not align 
with reflectors in accretion packages associated with expansion, but did align more often with 
accretion packages associated with translation.    
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
 
1.1. Motivation 
Meandering rivers are found across Earth, serving as political boundaries, economic 
throughways, and environmental sanctuaries for humans and fauna alike.  Spatial patterns of 
erosion and deposition create the distinct meandering planform found across Earth that include a 
shear outer bank adjacent to the thalweg and an inner bank depositional feature – the point bar.  
The planform of a meandering river evolves as the channel migrates as a result of dynamic 
interactions between channel morphology, flow structure, and sediment transport. The mode in 
which lateral migration occurs is through translation, expansion, rotation, or a combination 
(Daniel, 1971; Brice, 1974; Jackson, 1976a). Translation is the downstream shifting of a bend 
without a change in shape. Expansion involves lateral migration without a down-valley 
component, often through the apex of the bend, and rotation involves a change in the bend axis as 
the bend changes orientation. Irregularities along the channel boundary result in lobes and 
compound growth of the bend that may have more than one mode of migration (Daniel, 1971). 
Thus, channel curvature and mode of migration will influence the hydrodynamics in the channel 
and patterns of erosion and deposition. 
As hydrologic and sediment processes respond to the planform evolution of a meander, the 
morphology of the point bar will also adjust. Jackson (1976a) documented the relationship between 
channel curvature, flow structure, mean grain size, and depositional facies within point bars. This 
seminal work suggests that channel curvature and mode of migration are important factors 
contributing to the spatial patterns of point bar morphology and internal architecture. For example, 
an upstream skewed meander bend is associated with a downstream wrapped point bar, whereas a 
downstream skewed bend has a point bar along the majority of the inner bank (Abad and Garcia, 
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2009a; 2009b). The position of the point bar is the result of interactions between the flow structure 
and channel curvature. However, the presence of the point bar influences flow through topographic 
steering, or deflecting the flow laterally toward to outside bend (Dietrich and Smith, 1983; Konsoer 
et al., 2016a). Thus, both channel and point bar morphology directly influence the flow structure 
and vice versa, and perturbations within this morphodynamic system result in channel planform 
evolution.  
Although analysis of field (e.g., Jackson, 1976a; Hooke and Harvey, 1983; Nanson and 
Hickin, 1983; Engel and Rhoads, 2016; Konsoer et al., 2016a), laboratory (e.g., Whiting and 
Dietrich, 1993b, a; Blanckaert, 2009; Blanckaert, 2011; Blanckaert et al., 2013; van de Lageweg 
et al., 2014), and numerically modeled (e.g., Engelund, 1974; Beck, 1988; Motta et al., 2012; Li 
and Garcia, 2018; Lopez Dubon and Lanzoni, 2019) data have addressed the complexity 
morphology and flow structures within meandering rivers, a field-based comprehensive 
understanding of channel morphodynamics is lacking, particularly for point bars in complex 
planform geometries (e.g., Słowik, 2011; Kasvi et al., 2013; Lotsari et al., 2014; Kasvi et al., 2017; 
Salmela et al., 2019). Uncertainty exists about whether planform evolution is driven by outer bank 
erosion (bank pull) or point bar deposition (bar push) (van de Lageweg et al., 2014). When erosion 
occurs, the channel widens, velocities decrease, and deposition occurs on the bar. When the bar 
accretes first, the channel narrows, velocities increase, and outer bank erosion occurs. 
Additionally, documentation of the characteristics of point bars, including transverse and 
longitudinal bar shape, within meanders of different geometries are missing. Furthermore, the 
depositional nature of the point bar preserves changes in channel planform because preservation 
of point bar architecture is dependent on channel planform controlling the hydrodynamics within 
the channel at the time of deposition (Jackson, 1976a; Willis, 1989; Willis and Tang, 2010; 
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Hagstrom et al., 2019). Yet, a relationship between point bar morphology and preserved 
depositional packagess is not well established. 
As the channel evolves, point bars grow through a mixture of lateral and vertical accretion, 
and bar amalgamation as unit bar lobes stall out along the point bar (Willis, 1989; Bridge et al., 
1995; Peakall and Best, 2007). Lateral accretion packages dip 3-30° toward the outer bank and are 
composed of facies that have been shown to fine upward, coarsen upward, or have minimal vertical 
variation (Bridge and Jarvis, 1976; Peakall and Best, 2007; Słowik, 2016). Early attempts to reveal 
the stratigraphic architecture of modern point bars involved digging trenches, using outcrops, and 
taking sediment cores, where results were compared to other modern or ancient point bars to 
determine if similarities existed (Jackson, 1976a; Smith, 1987; 1988). Advances in subsurface 
imaging with ground penetrating radar (GPR), parametric echo sounders (PES), and compressed 
high intensity radar pulse systems (CHIRP) have contributed to capturing the internal structure at 
higher spatial resolutions (i.e. Bridge et al., 1995; Mumpy et al., 2007; Sambrook Smith et al., 
2013) and confirm that accretion packages and associated facies are not continuous across the bar 
as changes in local curvature or hydrologic regime affect local sediment deposition (Hickin, 1974; 
Nanson and Page, 1983; Díaz-Molina et al., 1993). Despite increases in the spatial resolution of 
datasets, temporal resolution is still lacking, and the understanding of the preservation potential of 
point bars is incomplete (Parker et al., 2013; Hagstrom et al., 2019).  
The most comprehensive datasets originate from large seismic and borehole datasets of 
ancient point bars that focus on the depositional environment and paleohydrology required to form 
the observed stratigraphy, typically at a large scale (Hubbard et al., 2011; Labrecque et al., 2011; 
Nardin et al., 2013; Bhattacharyya et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2016). Although interpretations of these 
data have led to conceptual depositional models of point bars, the interpretations are temporally 
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static. Studies of bars along dynamic and modern rivers often focus on a point bar along a single 
meander bend and may extend into the vegetated floodplain (Bridge et al., 1995; Fielding et al., 
1999; Słowik, 2011), or bars within braided rivers (Best et al., 2003; Sambrook Smith et al., 2005; 
Sambrook Smith et al., 2006; Sambrook Smith et al., 2009; Reesink et al., 2014). Few studies have 
used multiple bars in a meandering river system and made comparisons between different types of 
channel planform. Furthermore, few studies integrate multiple high-resolution datasets to gain a 
complete understanding of the modern point bar (Kasvi et al., 2013; Lotsari et al., 2014; Kasvi et 
al., 2017; Salmela et al., 2019). Work focuses on interactions between flow and form along the 
point bar surface, but a limited amount of work characterizes the morphology of the bar with high-
resolution field-based data or integrates point bar surface morphology to the subsurface (Fielding 
et al., 1999; Sambrook Smith et al., 2010).  
Thus, to further understand interactions in complex meandering rivers, high-resolution 
field-based datasets should be used to characterize point bar morphology, patterns of flow within 
the channel and around the point bars, and the internal architecture of point bars, and ultimately 
relate the findings to the channel curvature and planform evolution. Quantifying the relationship 
between the different processes will identify relationships between sediment transport, flow 
regime, and planform evolution in complex meander bends. By understanding and observing 
present depositional features and the hydrodynamics and sediment transport relating to the 
features, channel planform evolution can be better understood and interpreted within the rock 
record. Understanding and interpreting the rock record will aid in oil exploration as the ability to 
characterize potential oil reservoirs improves. Additionally, understanding the dynamics of 
meandering rivers can help develop best-management practices to mitigate erosion and land loss 
that affect many agricultural fields. As agricultural fields are lost, farmers can lose crop yield, thus 
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it is essential to maintain land and better manage fields adjacent to meandering rivers. In addition 
to agricultural fields, land loss is a major issue facing coastal areas as sea levels rise and the land 
surface subsides. In Louisiana, the issue of coastal land loss is dramatic, and thus sediment 
diversions have been proposed to direct sediment from the Mississippi River into two separate 
bays. To maximize efficiency and magnitude of diverted sediment, the location of the diversions 
are located on point bars. The research presented herein will provide further understanding to help 
identify the best location. Finally, land loss and changes to the river channel affect habitats of 
terrestrial animals like birds and turtles, as well as aquatic species like fish and mussels. The 
collection and analysis of high-resolution datasets can be integrated with knowledge of species 
populations and can help identify and better understand the needs for a suitable habitat for creatures 
of interest. 
Therefore, the focus of this study is to determine how point bar morphology, flow structure, 
and internal architecture relate to channel curvature and channel planform evolution in complex 
meandering rivers with a range of planforms and modes of migration. Detailed field-based 
measurements along point bars and an analysis of flow characteristics through consecutive 
meander bends provides insight into the relationships between the point bar and flow regime, 
surficial morphologic characteristics including size, transverse and longitudinal slope, and patterns 
of erosion and deposition across the point bars, and the internal architecture of the point bar. 
Results from this study provide a systematic understanding at a spatial scale that has yet to be 
investigated within a field setting.  
1.2. Research Questions and Objectives 
The main objectives of this research are to determine the relationship between the spatial 
patterns of surface point bar morphology, flow structure, channel curvature, and point bar 
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architecture within a complex meandering river. More specifically, the research will focus on the 
dynamic interactions between three-dimensional flow structures, spatial patterns of point bar 
morphology, mode of migration, and point bar evolution through time. The following questions 
will address the hypotheses and objectives of this research:  
Q1.) What are the differences in point bar morphology between bends along the Pearl and 
Wabash Rivers and bends of different planform?  How does curvature relate to the overall 
morphology of the bar?  
Q2.) How does flow structure vary with curvature between the Pearl and Wabash Rivers? 
How does flow structure and position of the HVC change at two different river stages 
where the point bar is exposed vs. submerged? Do differences exist between flow structure 
associate with linear vs. bilinear bends? 
Q3.) Are there distinguishable patterns between point bar internal architecture and mode 
of migration? Are differences in transverse bar profiles preserved in the internal 
architecture?  
Examining these questions will improve the understanding of the interactions between the point 
bar and channel morphodynamics in a continuous reach of a meandering river. Results will also 
provide two detailed field-based datasets to be compared to other studies of modern and ancient 
point bars, and to studies of flow structure within a continuous reach of a meandering river. 
1.3. Research Organization  
This dissertation is organized into separate chapters below. Chapter 2 is a comprehensive 
review of existing literature on the foundation of fluvial morphologic research including meander 
planform evolution, flow within meander bends, the formation of the point bar, the morphology of 
meanders and point bars, and the internal architecture of point bars. Chapter 3 presents research 
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that examines the morphologic characteristics of six consecutive point bars within two separate 
reaches along the Wabash and Pearl rivers. Characteristics include a description of the mode of 
migration each meander experienced in a 20-year period, discrete measurements of local curvature, 
migration rates, channel width, transverse and longitudinal slopes, and a shape factor to describe 
the transverse profiles of the point bar in each reach. Field measurements are compared between 
reaches as well as to synthetic channel bed elevations derived from a centerline bed evolution 
model. Chapter 4 focuses on flow in a depth-averaged and cross-sectional view within two separate 
reaches on the Wabash and Pearl rivers, and relates the position of the high velocity core to local 
curvature and longitudinal bed elevation. Furthermore, the position of the core is compared to 
curvature at two different stages on the Pearl River where the point bar is exposed (lower stage) 
and submerged (higher stage). Detailed field measurements provide spatially high-resolution 
three-dimensional flow structures through each reach. Relationships between channel curvature, 
point bar shape, and the high velocity core are investigated to gain a more complete understanding 
inherited flow structure and topographic steering. Chapter 5 examines the internal architecture of 
the point bars on the Wabash River by mapping facies within each bar. Additionally, changes in 
surficial erosion and deposition from 2011 – 2017/2018 are calculated by differencing digital 
elevation models for the subsequent years, and changes are related to what is preserved in the bar. 
The 2011 point bar surface elevation profile is also extracted and overlain onto the two-
dimensional GPR lines to understand the preservation potential of the bars. Finally, chapter 6 
summarizes the findings from chapter 3, 4, and 5 and integrates them into an overview of point 
bar morphodynamics. Findings associated with the research questions above are addressed, as well 
as additional findings that were not originally included in this research. Finally, remaining 
questions and complexities are addressed and discussed as future opportunities for research.
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Chapter 2. Literature Review 
2.1. Meander Planforms 
Meandering rivers are pervasive across the global landscape recognized by the signature 
sinuous form where sediment is dynamically eroded from one location and deposited in another. 
The dynamic nature of a meandering river causes the channel to migrate and evolve as a result of 
instability events that occur within the channel and along the river-channel boundary when shear 
and frictional forces are not balanced (Dietrich and Whiting, 1989).  Dynamic interactions between 
three-dimensional flow, channel planform and geometry, and bank materials promote continuous 
meandering and migrating of the river system (Bak, 1996; Hooke, 2003). The individual shapes of 
meander bends vary greatly ranging from sinusoidal curves, small meanders nested within a larger 
meander, and meanders that are cut off from the river.  
Shapes are quantified by fitting a circle to the meander bend and characterizing the bend 
based on the circle’s radius (Leopold et al., 1964). Although this method quantifies the shape of a 
meander bend, a circle of best fit assumes constant curvature over the bend, which is often not 
applicable in natural rivers. To further this method, a value of curvature (C) can be calculated at 
intervals along the rivers path by calculating the rate of change in downstream channel direction 
(∅) to the streamwise distance (s), and is the inverse of radius of curvature (RC) (Langbein and 
Leopold, 1966), 




−1           (Eq.  2.1) 
 
More recent work fits piecewise cubic splines to the channel centerline in the s direction to estimate 
curvature at specified intervals by using first and second order derivatives of the Cartesian 




𝐶 =  
𝑋′𝑌′′−𝑌′𝑋′′
[(𝑋′)2+(𝑌′)2]3/2
            (Eq.  2.2) 
 
Using the definitions of curvature, meanders are classified as either simple or compound, 
and then sub-divided further depending on specific planform characteristics of the meander bend 
(Brice, 1974; Frothingham and Rhoads, 2003). The straight-line distance, or chord length, between 
inflection points (i.e., the point where curvature equals zero) is used to define a bend as simple or 
complex (Figure 2.1). If chord length exceeds the radius of curvature, the meander is a simple bend 
(Figure 2.1A). If the angles from the chord to the river channel sum to less than 180, the bend is 
also classified as simple. Some meanders elongate to the point where the chord distance is less 
than the perpendicular distance to the apex, but are similarly classified at simple (Figure 2.1B) 
(Brice, 1974; Frothingham and Rhoads, 2003). Complex meanders include compound bends with 
more than one apex, elongate loops, and asymmetrical bends (Figure 2.1 C and D).  Perturbations 
within meanders create areas of increased erosion and/or deposition resulting in the formation of 
two or more radii of curvature that are associated with different lobes of the bend or asymmetry 
(Brice, 1974). Furthermore, asymmetric bends can become upstream or downstream skewed and 





Figure 2.1. Examples of type of meander bend where C is chord length, R is radius of curvature, 
P is perpendicular distance from C, and α1 and α2 are angles from C to river channel. (A) A 
simple bend, where C>R and|𝛼1| + |𝛼2| < 180°|𝛼1| + |𝛼2| < 180°|𝛼1| + |𝛼2| > 180°; (B) 
elongated symmetrical meander bends where P > C and |𝛼1| + |𝛼2| > 180°; (C) symmetrical 
compound meander bend; (D) asymmetrical compound meander bend. (Modified from 
Frothingham and Rhoads, 2003). 
 
2.2. Flow and Morphology in a Simple Meander 
 
As flow enters a curved channel, centrifugal forces drive velocities along the water surface 
toward the outer bank, super-elevating the water surface and forming a cross-stream gradient. The 
water surface slope results in a pressure gradient that counteracts the centrifugal forces. Bed 
velocities are dominated by the pressure gradient and are directed inward toward the inner bank, 
while surface velocities are dominated by centrifugal forces and are directed toward the outer bank 
(Dietrich, 1987; Blanckaert, 2010) (Figure 2.2). The imbalance of forces initiates secondary flow 
in a helical pattern within the downstream streamwise flow. Helical motion circulates near-surface 
water outward and downward as the water flows through the curve of the meander. The occurrence 
of helical flow patterns has been well documented in field (e.g., Nanson and Hickin, 1983; Kasvi 
et al., 2013; Konsoer et al., 2016a) and laboratory studies (e.g., Whiting and Dietrich, 1993a, b; 
Abad and Garcia, 2009a; 2009b; Blanckaert, 2010, 2011). Secondary circulation also interacts with 
the bed morphology and sorts grains along the channel. The gravitational effect and fluid drag 
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component on sediment are proportional to the grain size, thus coarser grains are preferentially 
transported outward as gravitational force is exceeded, and finer grains are transported inward as 
a result of a stronger fluid drag force (Figure 2.2). 
 
Figure 2.2. Helical flow interaction with bed morphology and sorting of grains in a meander 
bend (modified from Dietrich, 1987). 
A smaller, counter-rotating cell of secondary flow is often found along the outer bank in 
addition to the larger scale helical motion present throughout a bend (Blanckaert and De Vriend, 
2004; Blanckaert and Graf, 2004) (Figure 2.2). Cells are typically found adjacent to the upper part 
of the outer bank, and are more pronounced in channels with high curvature and steep banks 
(Bathurst et al., 1979). The formation of the opposing cell is the result of interactions between the 
centrifugal and cross-stream turbulent forces (Blanckaert and De Vriend, 2004). The cell is 
typically located along the upper part of the outer bank, but the strength and size of the cell may 
increase as roughness of the outer bank increases (Blanckaert et al., 2012). Moreover, the cell can 
limit outer bank erosion by decreasing shear stresses as a result of lower velocities. However, as 
strength of the cell increases, high-momentum fluid near the water surface can be advected toward 
the toe of the bank, thus increasing shear stresses and causing erosion (Blanckaert et al., 2012).  
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In a river system where sediment is present, the force of the fluid on the bed initiates motion 
of sediment particles. Gravitational forces are balanced by frictional forces acting on the bed and 
can be quantified using an equation for boundary shear stress (b), 
b = pgRhS                    (Eq.  2.3) 
where p is the density of water, g is gravitational acceleration, Rh is the hydraulic radius of the 
channel (cross-sectional area divided by the wetted perimeter), and S is the channel bed slope. In 
meandering rivers, slopes are small, thus sin and tan are relatively equal and are approximated by 
S. Spatially variable patterns of three-dimensional flow control patterns of boundary shear stresses 
within the channel and ultimately control the erosion, deposition, and transport of sediment within 
the channel (Dietrich, 1987). In a curving bend, helical flow super-elevates the water surface along 
the outer bank, whereas the water surface on the inner bank is lowered, creating a gradient. The 
highest water surface gradients are therefore along the outer bank, downstream of the apex, leading 
to a positive gradient in boundary shear stress that enhances erosion and the formation of a scour 
pool (Figure 2.3). Along the inner bank, a negative gradient in boundary shear stress promotes the 
deposition of sediment and the formation of a point bar (Dietrich, 1987) (Figure 2.3). Transition 
zones where gradients in water surface elevation are not present are termed riffles, whereas 
gradients are steepest where a pool is present.  
 
 
Figure 2.3 Spatial variation of water surface elevation (WSE) and maximum boundary shear 
stress (τb max) throughout a series of simple meander bends. (Modified from Dietrich, 1987). 
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The presence of a point bar causes flow to shoal as the channel bed elevation shallows, 
directing flow outward as a result of an imbalance of the centrifugal force and pressure gradient, 
and is termed “topographic steering” (Dietrich and Smith, 1983; Blanckaert, 2010). Outward 
directed flow over the bar head dominates and confines helical flow to the channel thalweg. Helical 
flow within the thalweg directs near-bed velocities inward and up the point bar slope. The 
transverse slope of the bar is maintained by the balance of the force of inward directed transverse 
flow and the downslope force of a grain on the bed (Dietrich and Smith, 1983). The bar will direct 
flow outward, where the high velocity core (HVC) will impinge along the outer bank, typically in 
a line tangential to the inner bank of the bend entrance to the outer bank (Termini, 2009). The 
HVC will impinge in different location along the outer bank depending on the planform of the 
channel and stage of the river (Frothingham and Rhoads, 2003; Kasvi et al., 2013; Kasvi et al., 
2015; Engel and Rhoads, 2016; Konsoer et al., 2016a). 
2.3. Flow and Morphology in a Complex Meander 
Complex meanders have dynamic three-dimensional flow patterns that result in different 
spatial patterns of helical motion, erosion, and deposition, thus contradicting the typical pool-riffle 
sequence of simple meanders (Hooke and Harvey, 1983). In elongate and compound bends with 
more than one maximum of curvature, helical flow patterns can develop within each maxima of 
curvature, but may decay between minima. Patterns of this flow pattern lead to the development 
of multiple pools along the outer bank, and overlapping bar fronts along the inner bank termed 
“shingle bars” (Frothingham and Rhoads, 2003; Engel and Rhoads, 2012b). In bends where points 
of inflection are asymmetric, curvature induced secondary flow may enhance asymmetry by 
elongating the point bar along the inner bank into the up-valley side of the following bend (Bluck, 
1971; Carson and Lapointe, 1983). As the point bar lengthens downstream, higher velocities are 
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situated along the outer bank that enhance erosion. Thus, enhanced migration rates occur that 
maintain the asymmetry of the bend, and may enhance downstream translation, or produce a 
second maximum of curvature, creating a compound bend (Brice, 1974; Carson and Lapointe, 
1983). 
 More recent work observes that upstream or downstream skewed asymmetry produces 
different flow structure and accompanying channel morphologies. In an upstream skewed bend, 
flow is fully-developed downstream of the apex (i.e., helical motion is present) resulting in a scour 
pool downstream of the bend apex and a downstream-wrapped point bar. The HVC is positioned 
along the inner bank at the bend entrance and moves toward the outer bank near the scour pool. In 
a downstream skewed bend, flow is fully developed near the bend entrance, upstream of the apex, 
thus the HVC moves along the outer bank for the entirety of the bend and directs flow inward 
resulting in multiple pools, a point bar present throughout the bend, and bar shingling (Abad and 
Garcia, 2009a; 2009b) (Figure 2.4).  
 
Figure 2.4. Bed elevation and velocity vectors in (a) an upstream skewed meander bend and (b) a 
downstream skewed meander bend under experimental conditions (From Abad and Garcia, 
2009b). 
In sharp bends with increased channel curvature, flow separation can occur at the bar head, 
resulting in a zone of flow recirculation over the point bar (Leeder and Bridges, 1975; Rubin et al., 
1990; Blanckaert et al., 2013). The zone can confine the HVC to the channel thalweg by reducing 
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the effective channel width and lead to areas of increased outer bank erosion (Ferguson et al., 2003; 
Parsons, 2003; Blanckaert, 2009; 2011). Inner bank flow separation has also been shown to be 
influenced by turbulence (Blanckaert, 2010) and the shallowing of the inner bank in a mobile bed 
experiment (Blanckaert, 2011). Furthermore, a similar experimental study with a mobile bed 
highlights the importance of variation in curvature, where separation is promoted based on a 
sudden decrease in curvature downstream of the bend apex that can lead to a zone of separation in 
the mid-point bar and along the downstream point bar tail. Depending on the size of a bend, zones 
of recirculation found along the bend entrance and exit can be separate entities or converge if the 
meander is small enough, and thus recirculation is pronounced (Blanckaert et al., 2013).  
The position of the HVC through bends with different planform geometries is the result of 
complex interactions between channel curvature, upstream-inherited flow-structure, and the 
current bed morphology (Abad and Garcia, 2009b; Blanckaert, 2010). A lag is present between the 
interactions that influences the location in which the HVC switches from the inner to the outer 
bank along a bend. The gradient of change in curvature within a meander affects how quickly the 
secondary flow develops relative to conditions from the previous meander in the hydraulic 
transitional region (HTR) (Abad and Garcia, 2009a). The mode in which curvature evolves within 
a bend occurs through expansion, translation, rotation, or a combination. Expanding bends will 
increase channel sinuosity, translation will maintain sinuosity, but the bend apex will migrate 
downstream, and rotation will increase asymmetry of the bend (Daniel, 1971; Jackson, 1976a; 
Ghinassi et al., 2018). Morphology of the point bar will change relative to the mode of migration 
and also affect where flow will shoal, influencing the position of the hydraulic transition zone, and 
ultimately the patterns of erosion and deposition within the bend (Jackson, 1976a; Dietrich and 
Smith, 1983; Smith and McLean, 1984).  
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 Point bar morphology associated with sharp bends have documented counter-point bars 
(i.e., deposition on the concave bank) associated with a zone of separation on the point bar tail 
(Nanson and Croke, 1992; Burge et al., 1999; Makaske and Weerts, 2005). Along the middle bar, 
quasi-bilinear transverse bed profiles with near-horizontal bar tops occur where the inner bank is 
characterized by a shallow and near horizontal bed, and a deep pool along the outer bank 
(Blanckaert, 2010). Likewise, near-horizontal morphologies have been identified on reattachment 
bars associated with flow separation and eddy recirculation downstream of a confinement in a 
bedrock canyon (Rubin et al., 1990; Schmidt and Graf, 1990; Hazel et al., 2010). Zones of 
recirculation confine the HVC to the thalweg that directs flow inward through secondary flow, 
whereas flow is directed outward over the bar. A change in transverse slope is associated where 
the two forces meet (Blanckaert, 2010; Blanckaert et al., 2013). Zones of flow recirculation have 
been associated with these semi-horizontal profiles along the point bar, but a lack of understanding 
exists to whether the bar morphology maintains the flow separation, or the flow maintains the 
morphology. In the same experiment, maximum transverse slopes as well as height and width of 
the bar occur at the bend exits, lagging behind the planform geometry of the bend (Blanckaert et 
al., 2013). However, previous work simulated point bar topography and documented maximum 
transverse slopes at the bend apex (Willis, 1989).  
2.4. Surficial Point Bar Grain Size Distribution 
As stated above, point bar morphology will vary with channel planform and three-dimensional 
flow. Variations in flow produce spatial variations in boundary shear stress that cause a 
heterogeneous distribution of sediments across the point bar. The point bar consists of the more 
stable macroform with migrating microforms (i.e., bed forms and bar forms) superimposed 
(Blanckaert et al., 2013). Point bars grow through a mixture of lateral and vertical accretion, and 
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successive bar amalgamation through the migration of unit bars and other microforms (Lewin, 
1978; Willis, 1989; Bridge et al., 1995; Peakall and Best, 2007). Lateral growth units termed lateral 
accretion packages dip 3-30° toward the outer bank and are composed of facies that have been 
shown to fine upward, coarsen upward, or have minimal vertical variation, depending on channel 
planform and flow conditions (Bridge and Jarvis, 1976; Peakall and Best, 2007; Słowik, 2016). 
Units are separated by inclined erosional or non-depositional surfaces and thickness of these units 
varies across the bar (Thomas et al., 1987; Nardin et al., 2013). Discordant surfaces are typically 
attributed to changes in flow regime from an extreme event (i.e., flood) or a larger scale change as 
the channel curvature changes with meander planform evolution (Hickin, 1974; Elliott, 1976). 
Accretion units have previously been depicted as continuous throughout the point bar (Hickin, 
1974; Thomas et al., 1987; Hubbard et al., 2011), but recent work has shown that internal point 
bar architecture can be laterally discontinuous, and is usually the result of localized deposition or 
erosion (Willis and Tang, 2010; Durkin et al., 2017; Strick et al., 2018; Hagstrom et al., 2019). 
Previous work highlighted the importance that a change in hydrodynamic patterns relative to 
bend curvature will preferentially deposit facies within point bars depending on mode of migration 
(Jackson, 1976a) (Figure 2.5). In the upstream portion of a bend, the facies and flow are in a 
transitioning zone where neither velocity nor mean grain size increase from the inner to outer bank. 
As the HVC moves toward the outer bank near the apex, an intermediate zone develops before 
becoming fully developed (i.e. velocity and mean grain size increase from the inner to outer bank), 
and the extent of these zones will change with curvature and mode of migration. Facies preserved 
in each zone fine upward, where fully developed facies fine upward most rapidly and include large-
scale cross-stratification. Intermediate facies coarsen upward slightly before fining in upper 
deposits and include cross-stratification overlain by massive sand deposits. Transitional facies are 
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more uniform, consisting of extensive smaller scale cross strata and a minimal fine layer on top. 
Simplified depositional models are in agreement with the depositional facies model of Jackson 
(1976a) and explain that point bars exhibit a general downstream fining of grain size along the bar 
top as a result decreasing transport capacity along the inner bank, and the presence of helical flow 
within a meander bend (Dietrich and Smith, 1983). However, coarser sediments have been found 
along the downstream bar tail in a confined meandering system (Nanson, 1980; Hickin and 
Nanson, 1984), and upper bar deposits may consist of finer grained facies resulting from channel 
and scour fill as transverse flow over bar tops allows for accretion of suspended material (Peakall 
and Best, 2007). Furthermore, a zone of recirculation may form over the point bar tops forming 
conditions conducive for deposition of fine-grained material (Ferguson et al., 2003; Parsons, 2003; 
Blanckaert, 2010; Blanckaert et al., 2013). However, the preservation of large scale fine grained 
deposits are documented in ancient point bar deposits and physical flume experiments, but are 
uncommon in modern field sites, limited to muddy-sand intertidal streams, downstream bar tails, 
and counter point bars (Jackson, 1981; Smith, 1985; Shepherd, 1987; Thomas et al., 1987; Peakall 







Figure 2.5. Patterns of depositional facies based on bend curvature (tighter on the left (Rc/B < 5), 
and less tight on the right (Rc/B > 5) and mode of migration (e.g. extensional or translating) 
(Modified from Jackson, 1976). 
 
2.5. Internal Point Bar Structure  
Active point bars are dynamic, and thus, not all sediments deposited are preserved in the 
internal architecture because preservation is dependent on mode of migration (Willis, 1989; Willis 
and Tang, 2010; Ghinassi and Ielpi, 2015; Hagstrom et al., 2019) (Figure 2.6). An expanding bend 
will preserve sediments along the bar head and tail, and have an expansive sand-dominated 
package at the bend apex, whereas a translating bend will erode upstream deposits through 
downstream translation and will preferentially preserve downstream deposits, including concave-
bank deposits (Daniel, 1971; Willis, 1989; Willis and Tang, 2010; Ghinassi et al., 2016; Hagstrom 
et al., 2019). Increased deposition typically occurs downstream of the apex in translating meanders 
and can create a downstream wedge accretion package where deposits are thicker (Hagstrom et 
al., 2019). Moreover, translating bends may also form counter point bars, or scroll features along 
a concave bank, that may preserve finer-grained accretion packages that provide a marker for 
translating planform in the architecture of the bar (Smith et al., 2009). However, if a meander is 
evolving through translation and expansion, point bar deposits rather than bar tail concave deposits 
are preferentially preserved (Willis and Tang, 2010). However, rotation will preferentially 
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preserve apex and downstream deposits as the meander migrates down-valley, but consist of 
deposits that are typically wider at the apex. Most meanders evolve through multiple or a 
combination of modes of migration and the internal architecture of the bar will reflect this through 
laterally discontinuous accretionary units.  
 
Figure 2.6. Mode of migration and facies preservation associated with each bend. Red dot 
represents the channel apex (modified from Hagstrom et al., 2019). 
 
2.6. Methods to Determine Subsurface Point Bar Structure 
 
Traditional field methods used trenching and coring on modern point bars to validate and 
further understand the depositional nature of the bars related to channel planform (Bridge and 
Jarvis, 1976; Jackson, 1976a, 1981; Bridge and Jarvis, 1982). Traditional methods provide a two-
dimensional view of the point bar with relatively low spatial resolution, thus it was difficult to 
document the complexity and continuity within the bar. Recent work has supplemented traditional 
approaches with advanced geophysical techniques to gain a three-dimensional understanding of 
point bar architecture (Bridge et al., 1995; Best et al., 2003; Woodward et al., 2003; Sambrook 
Smith et al., 2013). Ground penetrating radar (GPR) is a commonly used technique in fluvial 
sedimentology where an electromagnetic signal is emitted into the ground and changes in received 
signal are related to changes in conductance of the sediment, which are then interpreted as bedding 
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planes. The resolution of reflections obtained from GPR data are dependent on the medium in 
which the signal is penetrating as well as the frequency of the emitted signal (Reynolds, 2011). If 
the medium in which the signal is entering is comprised of conductive material such as brackish 
water or clay sediments, the signal will attenuate, returning little to nothing to the receiver (Neal, 
2004). In addition, frequency will typically have greater depth penetration, but lower vertical 
resolution, while a higher frequency antenna will have lower depth penetration, but higher 
resolution (Robinson et al., 2013). Assuming a 100 MHz antennae is used, maximum vertical 




       (Eq.  2.4) 
where  is wavelength, V is velocity, and f is frequency (Robinson et al., 2013). Assuming a 
velocity typical of saturated sand, 0.05-0.06 m ns-1 and a frequency of 100 MHz, the maximum 
vertical resolution would be 0.125 m or 0.15 m, respectively (Woodward et al., 2003). That 
resolution is enough to detect a wide range of bedforms, but nothing smaller than 0.15 m thickness, 
thus determining the scope of the study is essential before data collection.  
GPR data is displayed as a two-dimensional cross-sectional profile where patterns in the 
reflections were first compared to seismic facies to help determine lithological units (Beres Jr and 
Haeni, 1991). With the collection and validation of GPR and sediment core field data, facies were 
better characterized and used for interpretation in several field studies (e.g., Gawthorpe et al., 1993; 
Bridge et al., 1995; Roberts et al., 1997; Bristow et al., 1999; Sambrook Smith et al., 2006; Reesink 
et al., 2014) (Figure 2.7). To further increase the resolution of data collected across a bar, GPR 
was collected along transects longitudinal and perpendicular to the depositional unit of interest and 
results were displayed as fence diagrams that show the distribution of facies (Best et al., 2003; 
Woodward et al., 2003; Sambrook Smith et al., 2006). GPR surveys are typically performed on a 
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subaerially exposed bar, but GPR data has been collected along the wetted river channel by floating 
the unit on the water surface (Dara et al., 2019). Additionally, acoustic methods that include 
parametric echo sounders and chirp sub-bottom profilers can collect subsurface and bathymetric 
data in the wetted channel using a multi-frequency signal to provide an of the channel bed and 
subsurface (Sambrook Smith et al., 2013; Reesink et al., 2014). However, this study focused only 
on the subaerial portion of the bar during low discharge and surveyed the subsurface using GPR. 
 
Figure 2.7. Example of sedimentary structures interpreted from a GPR image modified from 
Reesink et al., 2014. 
 Although much work has been performed on point bar architecture, few studies have used 
multiple modern bars and made comparisons between different types of channel planform (Best et 
al., 2003; Sambrook Smith et al., 2006; Kasvi et al., 2013; Lotsari et al., 2014; Reesink et al., 2014; 
Słowik, 2016). Point bars evolve and preserve depositional facies differently with various modes 
of planform evolution. Linking subsurface data to planform change processes is essential to 
understand the drivers of planform evolution; i.e., through outer bank erosion (bank pull) or point 
bar deposition (bar push) (van de Lageweg et al., 2014). When erosion occurs, the channel widens 
and velocities decrease, which enhances deposition on the bar. When the bar accretes first, the 
channel narrows and velocities increase, thus outer bank erosion occurs. Recently, these two 
mechanisms of channel migration have been investigated independently through numerical 
modeling (Parker et al., 2011), but have yet to be quantified through detailed process-based field 
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investigations. Given the differences in the hydrodynamics responsible for these two end-member 
scenarios, it is expected that different architectures should be captured within the point bar, thus it 
is necessary to link point bar morphology and structure to planform evolution by observing several 




Chapter 3. The Relationship of Point Bar Morphology to Channel Curvature 
and Planform Evolution 
3.1. Introduction 
 
Erosional and depositional processes occurring within meandering rivers often result in a point 
bar along the inner bank of a meander bend. A point bar forms as the result of a deceleration of 
flow along the inner bank as high momentum fluid is advected toward the outer bank due to 
centrifugal acceleration. The deceleration of flow results in a reduced capacity to transport 
sediment, leading to sediment deposition and the formation of the point bar (Dietrich, 1987).  
Meandering river processes and boundary conditions including channel slope, curvature, dominant 
grain size, discharge, and three-dimensional flow patterns interact within the bend to create and 
maintain the morphology of the point bar (Nanson, 1980; Dietrich and Smith, 1984; Ferguson and 
Ashworth, 1991; Frothingham and Rhoads, 2003; Blanckaert, 2009; Kasvi et al., 2013; Konsoer 
et al., 2016a). 
As flow travels into the entrance of a bend, centrifugal acceleration directs flow outward 
resulting in super-elevation of the water surface along the outer bank. The elevated water surface 
forms a cross-stream gradient in water surface elevation that initiates a pressure gradient that 
counteracts the centrifugal forces. Bed velocities are dominated by the pressure gradient and are 
directed inward toward the inner bank, whereas surface velocities are dominated by centrifugal 
forces and are directed toward the outer bank (Dietrich, 1987; Blanckaert, 2010). The balance of 
forces initiates a secondary circulation imposed on the streamwise flow in the downstream 
direction in a helical pattern. Patterns of secondary circulation will maintain the morphology of 
the point bar by directing near-bed velocities inward, and thus, balancing the gravitational force 
and lateral component of the drag force acting on a grain (Engelund, 1974; Kikkawa et al., 1976). 
The balance of forces will maintain a transverse slope that will change with curvature. In simple 
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meander bends – defined as bends that exhibit a single maximum of curvature – transverse slope 
is generally steepest at the bend apex and lowest at the bend inflection (Bridge, 1977; Bridge and 
Jarvis, 1982; Willis, 1989; Blanckaert, 2010; Kasvi et al., 2013). In more complex bends, 
interactions between three-dimensional flow structure and abrupt changes in channel curvature 
will create an imbalance in the gravitation and drag forces acting on the particles maintaining the 
slope, thus producing local variations in morphology across the bar.  
In natural meandering rivers, variations in point bar morphology are associated with 
complex channel geometries including elongate, compound, and asymmetric bends (e.g., Brice, 
1974; Frothingham and Rhoads, 2003; Engel and Rhoads, 2012b; Lotsari et al., 2014; Engel and 
Rhoads, 2016; Konsoer et al., 2016a). Elongate bends have multiple pools associated with multiple 
bars, referred to as shingle bars, that overlap and make up the point bar (Whiting and Dietrich, 
1993a; Frothingham and Rhoads, 2003; Termini, 2009; Engel and Rhoads, 2012a). However, bar 
shingling and distinct bar front features have only been simulated in a laboratory and have yet to 
be documented in a field setting. In compound bends, or bends with more than one lobe of 
maximum curvature, helical flow may develop in both maxima of curvature, but breakdown 
between lobes (Hooke and Harvey, 1983; Frothingham and Rhoads, 2003). Accelerated rates of 
erosion are associated within the lobes of curvature, and depending on the skewness of the bend, 
maximum migration may preferentially occur in one lobe (Carson and Lapointe, 1983). In 
upstream skewed bends, the flow impinges on the bank downstream of the apex, and the point bar 
is typically wrapped downstream. In a downstream skewed bend flow impinges on the bank near 
the bend entrance, upstream of the apex where secondary circulation is developed through the 
entirety of the bend and moves sediment inward, depositing a point bar along the majority of the 
inner bank (Abad and Garcia, 2009a; 2009b). Furthermore, complex meanders evolve through 
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local variations in erosion and deposition. As local outer bank erosion occurs, the channel widens 
and velocities decrease resulting in enhanced deposition along the bar (bank pull), and conversely, 
when the bar accretes faster than the outer bank erodes, the channel narrows and velocities increase 
near the outer bank causing erosion (bar push) (van de Lageweg et al., 2014). These local variations 
in erosion and deposition will also create local variations in point bar morphology. 
Other distinctions in point bar morphology have been associated with flow separation in 
bends with high curvature (Ferguson et al., 2003; Parsons, 2003; Blanckaert, 2011). Flow 
separation creates a zone of recirculation or stagnation over the bar top that may enhance 
deposition of finer material create a near-horizontal topography (Blanckaert, 2010; Blanckaert et 
al., 2013). Likewise, along the bar tail, a zone of recirculation or detachment can occur as a result 
of a lack of a gradient in water surface elevation from a decrease in curvature (Blanckaert, 2010) 
or channel widening (Carson and Lapointe, 1983; Whiting and Dietrich, 1993a) and can deposit a 
counter point bar along the concave bank (Smith et al., 2009). The combination of the near-
horizontal bar top profile with a steeper slope toward the channel thalweg is termed a quasi-bilinear 
profile, and has been identified and associated with zones of flow recirculation and abrupt changes 
in channel curvature within an experimental meander bend (Blanckaert, 2010; Blanckaert et al., 
2013). The research did not focus on characterizing the morphology of the bar, thus a robust spatial 
analysis of the occurrence of quasi-bilinear transverse slope profiles has not been performed. 
Quasi-bilinear bar forms have been identified along reattachment bars within a bedrock canyon, 
but have yet to be identified along meandering rivers in a field setting (Rubin et al., 1990; Schmidt 
and Graf, 1990). 
To further understand point bar morphology, centerline bed evolution models are used to 
predict bed morphology using a transverse slope parameter that is based on equations of motion 
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that estimate a secondary flow field (Zimmerman and Kennedy, 1978; Beck, 1988).  Transverse 
slope (St) can be reduced to:  
𝑆𝑡 = 𝐴𝐶𝐻           (Eq.  3.1) 
 
where A is a scour factor, C is centerline curvature, and H is average channel depth. The scour 
factor (A) may be estimated or calculated using the following equation:  
 





𝑏     (Eq.  3.2) 
 
where b is channel half-width (Beck, 1988). Centerline models vary in the set of equations driving 
the bed evolution, but include the influence of local channel curvature. Some models use a direct 
relationship with local curvature (Hickin, 1974; Hickin and Nanson, 1975), whereas others are 
based on theoretical models that incorporate the spatial coevolution of curvature (Dietrich et al., 
1979; Odgaard, 1987; Furbish, 1988; Zolezzi and Seminara, 2001). Furthermore, a constant width 
and depth is often used and may limit the complexity of the bed and channel evolution (Güneralp 
and Rhoads, 2009; Li and Garcia, 2018). Two and three-dimensional morphodynamic models are 
used to better capture the complexity of natural rivers (Darby et al., 2002; Rüther and Olsen, 2007; 
Motta et al., 2012). Model simulations generally predict vertical and lateral erosion in alluvial 
channels, but still lack the ability to accurately predict bed topographies of the point bar and 
adjacent pools under changing conditions (Mosselman, 1998; Duan et al., 2001; Rüther and Olsen, 
2007; Duan and Julien, 2010; Blanckaert et al., 2012). While numerical simulations and laboratory 
experiments are important and can successfully model meander bend processes, field observations 
are necessary to compare, validate and develop these models. 
The studies discussed above focus on a single bend, disconnected bends, or a short series of 
bends, yet a discussion and quantification of point bar morphologies and comparisons between 
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different types of channel planform is still lacking (Best et al., 2003; Sambrook Smith et al., 2006; 
Kasvi et al., 2013; Lotsari et al., 2014; Reesink et al., 2014; Słowik, 2016). Modern techniques, 
such as multibeam sonar (MBES), efficiently captures the channel bed topography in high-
resolution (<0.5 m), and thus more detailed observations can be made throughout a reach rather 
than on a single bend. Analyzing differences along point bars within a reach of several meander 
bends will provide a necessary understanding of the influence of curvature on the resulting point 
bar morphologies. Thus, this study seeks to characterize point bar morphology on twelve point 
bars within two river systems using high-resolution field techniques including MBES and 
Structure-from-Motion (SfM). For this study, the captured channel morphology is assumed to be 
in a dynamic equilibrium with the flow field to disconnect flow-form processes to emphasize the 
characteristics of the form related to channel curvature. Characteristics of the point bars are 
quantified and compared between bends and between the two river systems. Moreover, field 
observations are compared to synthetic bed elevations derived from a centerline bed evolution 
model.  
3.2. Study Area 
Two separate river systems are the focus of this research. The first study area is an 11 km 
reach along the Wabash River near Grayville, IL consisting of five meander bends. This particular 
reach of the Wabash River has been studied for several years (Jackson, 1975, 1976a, b; Konsoer 
et al., 2016a; Konsoer et al., 2016b; Konsoer et al., 2017) (Figure 3.1). Bankfull width and depth 
for the reach of the Wabash River are approximately 225-350 m and 5-8 m, respectively (Konsoer 
et al., 2016a). The river is a mixed bedrock-alluvial system with bedrock outcropping in the 
channel within the study reach, specifically within Maier. The floodplain of the reach includes 
forested and agricultural land adjacent to each bend that contribute to highly varying rates of bend 
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migration. Within the Wabash reach, six point bars were included in this study: Maier, IB1, IB2, 
TB1, TB2, and TB3. The area between Maier and TB1 exhibits minimal curvature and does not 
have well developed point bars (IB1 and IB2), but the reach is included in the study. The point 
bars on TB1 and TB3 are skewed downstream and show more deposition downstream of the point 
bar apex, whereas TB2 is wrapped around much of the bend with a counter point bar developing 
on the downstream end. The point bar on Maier is wrapped around much of the apex of the bend, 
and shows extension downstream of the apex, adjusting to the erosion of the outer bank. The 
downstream end of Maier has a bedrock outcrop that acts as a knickpoint, narrowing the channel. 
The knickpoint created a meander reversal with two apexes associated with IB1 and IB2 between 
Maier and TB1. The bar along IB1 is on a concave bank, whereas IB2 is more established on a 





Figure 3.1.The 10 km study reach along the Wabash River where TB3 is approximately 8 km 
downstream of Maier, and the 6 km reach along the Pearl River. Multibeam bathymetry, displays 








The second study reach is 6 km, focusing on six consecutive bends along the Pearl River 
near Bogalusa, Louisiana (Figure 3.1). The study reach has bankfull widths and depths of c. 110-
200 m and, 3-5 m respectively. The river migrates freely within a heavily forested floodplain, and 
there are no tidal influences within the study reach. This reach has experienced less overall 
migration compared to the Wabash reach, but all bends are actively migrating. The point bar on 
B1 has an extended tail, but wraps across the bend, similar to the point bar on B2. B3, B5, and B6 
have extended bar tails that wrap downstream, whereas B4 wraps downstream, but does not have 
an extended tail. 
3.3. Methods 
 
3.3.1. Meander Migration 
 
To understand the planform evolution and determine rates and mode of migration of the 
bends within the study reach, aerial photographs and topographic maps were digitized for 1949, 
1959, 1982, 1997, 2007, 2013, and 2017 for the Pearl River, and 1952, 1998, 2011, and 2017 for 
the Wabash reach. Banklines were identified in the photographs, using the edge of vegetation on 
the channel bank as the boundary, and were manually digitized at a 1:4,000 scale to minimize error 
and subjectivity (Richard et al., 2005). 2017 was used as the most recent time because 2018/2019 
aerial images were not available. Once digitized, banklines were collapsed to a centerline using an 
algorithm in ArcGIS. Polygons were then created from the intersection of centerline one (time 






              (Eq.  3.3) 
Where Mn is the total rate of migration, A is the area of the polygon, and p is the perimeter of the 







              (Eq.  3.4) 
Where Ry is the average yearly rate of migration, and N is the number of years in the period. Periods 
range from 4 – 46 years as a result of the availability of images to digitize. Rates derived from 
polygons are averaged if more than one polygon exists for a given bend.  
 Calculated rates of migration express a meander-wide average value over the given time 
period, thus values may be biased because they are not accounting for localized changes, or 
movement back and forth that would be dependent on time (Donovan and Belmont, 2019). Despite 
bias in the calculations, the values are representative of the planform evolution of the channel at a 
large temporal scale and provide insight into how each meanders planform evolution. However, a 
higher spatial resolution rate of migration was calculated for the two river systems to further 
understand planform evolution. 
 The 1997 (Pearl), 1998 (Wabash), and 2017 (Wabash and Pearl) centerlines, identified 
from bankline digitization, were converted to points at a spacing of 25 and 50 m for the Pearl and 
Wabash, respectively. The 1997 and 1998 lines had fewer points to directly compare to the 2017 
centerline points, so manual adjustments were made when calculating the distance between points. 
Points from time 1 (1997 or 1998) were numbered and compared to time 2 (2017) points where 
manual adjustments were made by moving the time 1 point to the next closest time 2 point. Any 
gaps that resulted from the manual shifts were interpolated using the two closest points (Figure 
3.2). A point-to-point calculation produced a total migration at that point where the value was then 
divided by the 19 or 20 years to get a rate of migration. The resulting spatial series was compared 






Figure 3.2. Example of migration rate calculation using a manual shift to line up points. 2017 
point 44 was skipped to keep distances between 1998 (time 1) and 2017 (time 2) aligned and to 
adjust for 1998 having fewer points. The dotted black line is an example that 2017 point 44 
would get an interpolated value. 
3.3.2. Curvature and Width 
 
Centerline curvature was calculated to further understand the planform evolution of the 
reach. Curvature was calculated by inputting an X, Y coordinate series along a centerline at a set 
spacing into a Matlab script, PCS-Curvature, that outputs a local curvature value for each point 
(Guneralp and Rhoads, 2008). The series was smoothed using a distance of at least 5 times the 
bankfull width. Values were used to determine the apex and inflection points along each bend as 
well as to compare point bar morphologic characteristics including longitudinal bed elevation 
profiles, transverse bar profiles, and a shape factor of the transverse bar profile. Curvature was 
calculated for 1997 (Pearl), 1998 (Wabash), and 2017 (both). Channel width was calculated at 
each point along the curvature series using the 2017 banklines delineated for migration rate as the 
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channel boundary. Each point had a transverse line that was clipped to the 2017 bankline boundary 
to obtain width at each transect. 
3.3.3. Point Bar Morphology 
 
Channel bathymetry was collected during bankfull flood stage, in February 2018 for the 
Pearl, and in March 2018 for the Wabash. Bathymetry was used to characterize channel bed 
elevation along the point bars. Bathymetry was collected with a Norbit Wideband Multibeam 
Sonar (WBMS) that has an inertial measurement unit to compensate for pitch, roll, and yaw in the 
boat. A dual-antenna global navigation satellite system (GNSS) collected position and heading 
data that was post-processed with a kinematic solution, and was applied to each line upon editing 
the data in CARIS HIPS/SIPS software. The point cloud was cleaned of outlier points within the 
software and exported as an ASCII file to a GIS platform, where an algorithm transformed the 
point cloud to a digital elevation model (DEM). Holes were found in the dataset as a result of areas 
inaccessible by boat because of shallow conditions, mostly along the point bar, and these areas 
were filled with structure-from-motion derived DEMs.  
Structure-from-motion DEMs were derived through acquiring photographs with >60% 
overlap using a small unmanned aerial system (sUAS) that flew a predetermined flight path over 
subaerial point bars within both reaches. Photographs were then imported into Agisoft Photoscan 
Professional to be aligned. Upon alignment, a simple point cloud was produced that was 
georeferenced with validation points collected in the field on targets laid out across the bars. Each 
target was surveyed with a rapid time kinematic (RTK) GNSS, and the coordinates were used to 
georeference the SfM model. Once georeferenced, a dense point cloud was constructed and 
imported into CARIS BASE Editor where the multibeam and SfM point clouds were combined to 
create a seamless DEM at 5 and 10 m resolution for the Pearl and Wabash, respectively.  
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Elevations were extracted from the resulting DEM to a mesh of points created for each 
reach of river to have values in the longitudinal (S) and transverse (N) direction. The Pearl River 
had a spacing of 25 m in the S and 10 m in the N direction, whereas the Wabash had a spacing of 
50 m in the S and 15 m in the N direction. Longitudinal elevation profiles were extracted along S 
with values at the centerline (SCL) and 40 m inward from the centerline (S40) for the Pearl, and 
from the SCL and 75 m inward (S75) for the Wabash (Figure 3.3). To account for the transition from 
one side of the river to the other, the changeover was calculated by visually inspecting the extent 
of the point bars in both reaches. Several bars are not constrained to the inflection points and occur 
in the downstream meander, thus transition points were determined manually to account for this 
discrepancy. Profiles were therefore extracted based on which side of the river the point bar was 
located.  
 
Figure 3.3. Centerline (SCL), 40 m (S40) and 75 m (S75) inward positions for extraction of 
elevation data along the Wabash and Pearl rivers. 
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Profiles were then compared with other channel and point bar characteristics. Along the 
Wabash, the bar was divided into Maier1 and Maier2 for this analysis because the profiles act as if 
the sections are separate bars. Furthermore, at each bar, a slope at the bar head and bar tail were 
calculated using the transition zones to delineate the bar extents. Slopes were calculated using the 
first and last 250 m of the bar for the Wabash, and 150 m for the Pearl. 
Transverse slope values were also calculated along SCL, S40, and S75 by taking the average 
of two slopes generated at each N, or cross-section, associated with each node along the S lines. 
Slopes were calculated at 10 (Pearl) or 15 m (Wabash) on either side of  SCL, S40, and S75,  and 
were averaged to get a transverse slope value. Each N is designated a side of the river based on 
where the point bar is located in the same way the longitudinal profiles were designated. At each 
location, the slope is generated from the thalweg toward the inner bar, resulting in a positive slope. 
A negative slope indicates the inner point bar elevation was lower than location nearer to the 
thalweg. Calculated values are compared among other calculated characteristics. 
3.3.4. Shape Factor 
 
Transverse slope helps to understand the shape of the bar at the node it is calculated, but it 
does not give a robust estimate of the entire transverse bar shape. Therefore, a shape factor was 
calculated to identify the difference between more bilinear and more linear profiles along the point 
bars throughout the reach. Some bars have a very long and near-horizontal bar top, whereas closer 
to the thalweg the slope is increased causing bilinearity. Conversely, some profiles have a linear 
slope from bar top toward the thalweg. Distinguishing between the profiles is important to 
determine if a relationship exists between the profile shape and curvature.  
The shape factor was calculated by first manually identifying the thalweg at each cross 
section. Once identified, the cross sections were split at the thalweg, keeping the profile from the 
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thalweg to the top of the bar for analysis. The same analysis used in the longitudinal and transverse 
slope evaluation was used to determine which side of each cross-section was used for analysis. A 
slope was calculated using the two endpoints from the cross-section of interest. An area was 
calculated between the bar profile and the sloped line connecting the thalweg and inner bank, and 
this value was then divided by an average half-cross-sectional area to normalize the shape factor 
(Figure 3.4). Generally, a value closer to zero indicates a linear profile, whereas a more positive 
value indicates a bilinear profile. However, full cross-sectional profiles were examined to 
qualitatively identify a linear, bilinear, or bilinear with a near-horizontal bar top, as no specific 
threshold could be determined between the two river systems. Bilinear profiles were classified if 
a distinct break in slope occurred at least one-fifth channel width from the bank. Near-horizontal 
profiles were classified if a prominent break in slope occurred at least one-quarter channel-width 
from the bank.  Because the bars are the focus of the study, the reaches between each bar are 
excluded from analysis.  
 
Figure 3.4. Example of a bilinear and linear profile where the hatched area indicates the 
calculated area under the curve. The SF value is the ratio of the area under the curve to the 







3.4.1. Migration History and Planform Evolution 
 
Analysis of aerial photos and USGS topographic maps indicate the study reach on both 
rivers are actively migrating. For the Wabash, rates of lateral migration were calculated for three 
time-periods, and six time-periods were used for the Pearl. (Table 3.1 and 3.2). On the Wabash, 
TB3 is experiencing rapid migration at an average of 4.27 m yr-1, but this did not occur until at 
least 1998, as the rate of migration from 1952 to 1998 is much lower at an average of 0.89 m yr-1. 
TB1 migration rates have decreased from 2.45 to 0.67 m yr-1 from time period 1 to 3, whereas 
Maier and TB2 have experienced consistent higher rates of migration through each time period at 
an average of 4.02 and 2.88 m yr-1, respectively. IB1 and IB2 have experienced consistently lower 
(< 1 m yr-1) rates of migration, except for the most recent time period, IB2 increased to 1.33 m yr-
1. 
Table 3.1. Rates of migration (m yr-1) for the six meander bends along the Wabash. 
 
Time period (Span) Maier  IB1 IB2 TB1  TB2  TB3  
(1) 1952 - 1998 (46) 4.04 0.38 0.93 2.45 3.19 0.89 
(2) 1998 - 2011 (13) 4.5 0.31 0.61 1.68 3.19 4.61 
(3) 2011 - 2017 (6) 3.52 0.51 1.33 0.67 2.27 4.27 
 
Table 3.2. Rates of migration (m yr-1) for the six meander bends along the Pearl. 
Time-period (Span) B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 
(1) 1949 - 1959 (10) 1.85 4.04 5.27 3.74 6.14 3.33 
(2) 1959 - 1982 (23) 1.47 0.79 1.46 1.19 1.67 1.5 
(3) 1982 - 1997 (15) 2.07 2.51 1.57 1.3 2.8 2.4 
(4) 1997 - 2007 (10) 2.35 1.74 1.8 0.77 1.66 1.55 
(5) 2007 - 2013 (6) 0.61 0.95 0.48 1.39 2.32 1.35 




Along the Pearl, B5 consistently has the highest rates for each time-period except period 4 
where B3 has a higher rate. Rates are highest for all bends during the first period where B5 exceeds 
6 m yr-1. B4 experiences the least lateral migration with rates below 1.4 m yr-1 except for during 
the first period. All other bends experience varying amounts of migration between periods. Rates 
of migration are an average across the entire meander bend are based on the movement of the 
channel centerline rather than specific outer bank erosion. Localized rates calculated from points 
along the outer banks will reflect higher or lower rates, thus rates were calculated for a 19 and 20-
year period on the Wabash and Pearl, respectively.  
Along the Wabash, the 1998 apex on Maier is approximately 1.4 km upstream of the 2017 
apex (Figure 3.5C). The apexes on IB1 and IB2 have moved upstream, but the channel has 
maintained position. The 2017 apex on TB1 has not changed position from the 1998 location, 
whereas the apexes have moved downstream along TB2 and TB3. Maier and TB2 have two 
separate maxima of curvature, indicative of compound bends. However, Maier is more of an 
expanding bend where expansion occurs at the apex, and the point bar is wrapped around much of 
the bend. Conversely, TB2 is experiencing translation and rotation, and has a bar that occurs 
downstream of the apex. TB1 is evolving through translation, and TB3 is evolving through 
expansion and translation. The bar along TB1 and TB3 occur downstream of the apex, similar to 
TB2, but TB3 has a detached bar tail. Furthermore, a counter point bar is present on the 




Figure 3.5. Planform evolution of the study reaches. (A) 1998 – 2017 for the Wabash and (B) 
1997 – 2017 for the Pearl. Mode of migration is listed for each bend in respective rivers. (C) 
Associated 1998 – 2017 curvature series for the Wabash and (D) 1997 – 2017 for the Pearl. Red 
and black point along the map in A and B match the points on the curvature plot in C and D. 
 
The 2017 apexes on B1, B2, B3, B5 and B6 along the Pearl have moved downstream, 
whereas the apex on B4 has moved upstream. B1, B2, B3, and B5 have the apex near the bend 
entrance, and a second dampened maximum downstream near the bend exit, while B4 and B6 have 
three peaks in curvature (Figure 3.5D). All bends along the reach are moving toward a compound 
planform and have complex modes of migration. B1, B2, B3, and B5 are migrating through a mix 
of translation and rotation, B4 is mostly rotation, and B6 is rotation and expansion (Figure 3.5B). 
The apex of all bends occurs near the point bar heads, and the bar wraps downstream, similar to a 
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skewed asymmetric bend planform. B3 and B6 have extended bar tails that wrap downstream, B1, 
B4, and B5 have a smaller extended bar tail, and B2 is mostly symmetric. 
3.4.2. Curvature and Migration Rates 
Migration rates are higher on the Wabash compared to the Pearl, especially for Maier and 
TB3 with maximum rates of 7.45 and 7.29 m yr-1, respectively (Fig. 6 and 7). Rates of migration 
along the Pearl are comparable between bends, with the highest on B5 at 3.68 m yr-1. For all bends 
along the Pearl, the apex is upstream of the maximum rate of migration, but distance upstream 
varies. The apex and maximum migration rate for B2 are 0.27 km apart, whereas they are 0.7 km 
apart for B4. Along the Wabash, the apex also occurs upstream at varying distances from the 
maximum rate of migration for all bends except Maier where maximum migration occurs 0.35 km 






Figure 3.6. Migration rates along the 11 km reach of the Wabash River. (A) A map of classified 
migration rates through the reach at 50 m spacing with 2017 inflection and apex points, as well 
as point of maximum migration in each bend. (B) 2017 curvature, migration rate, and width 





Figure 3.7. Migration rates along the 6 km reach of the Pearl River. (A) A map of classified 
migration rates through the reach at 25 m spacing with 2017 inflection and apex points, as well 
as point of maximum migration in each bend. (B) 2017 curvature, migration rate, and width 
plotted where gray dashed lines indicate bends of interest separated at inflection points. 
 
Curvature and migration rate spatial series are plotted for each reach to visualize the 
complete relationship and the lag between peaks (Fig. 6A and 7A). To quantify the relationship, 
correlation coefficients were calculated between curvature and migration rate as 0.88 with a lag of 
-400 m, and 0.89 with a lag of -225 m for the Wabash and Pearl, respectively. To further understand 
the relationship of channel planform, migration rates are compared to width of the channel. If the 
outer bank erodes, or inner bank accretes, width will change, and because migration rates are not 
constant throughout a bend, width is also not constant. Correlation coefficients between width and 
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migration rate are lower for the Wabash than the Pearl at 0.81 and 0.89, respectively and lags of -
300 m and -175 m. In general, higher rates of migration are associated with larger widths in both 
rivers, however, some bends display a more lagged relationship. TB2 on the Wabash has higher 
widths at the downstream inflection point, downstream of the maximum rate of migration. In 
contrast, the highest width for TB3 occurs upstream of the maximum point of migration. In the 
Pearl maximum migration rate and maximum width are located similarly in B2, B3, and B6. 
However, maximum width is located downstream of maximum migration in B1, B4, and B5. 
Additionally, a second maximum in width is apparent on several bends including TB2, TB3, B1, 
B3, and B6.   
3.4.3. Point Bar Morphology 
 
3.4.3.1. Longitudinal Elevation  
Point bars along both reaches have either a gradual slope from the bar head toward to 
middle of the bar, or a steeper slope at the bar head (Figure 3.8; Table 3.3 and 3.4). Along the 
Wabash, the slopes along the bar heads are generally less than the slopes along the Pearl. Maier1 
has the smallest slope at -0.01° and 0.07°, at SCL and S75, respectively, whereas TB3 has the highest 
slope of 1.12° at S75. All bars, except IB1, have a higher slope along S75 profile. Slopes on the bar 
tail are greater along S75 for TB1, TB2, and TB3, but are less for IB1, IB2, Maier1, and Maier2. 
Overall, slopes are similar along the bar head and bar tail for the Wabash bars, and both 




Figure 3.8. Longitudinal elevation profiles at the centerline and 75 m inward from the centerline 
on the Wabash (SCL and S75), and at the centerline and 40 m inward from the centerline for the 

















Table 3.3. Wabash River slopes along the first 250 m of the bar head and bar tail at SCL and S75. 
Maier1 is the gravel section of the upper bar, and Maier2 is the larger bar just downstream. 
  Bar Head Bar Tail 
  Slope (°) at 
SCL 
Slope (°) at 
S75 
Slope (°) at 
SCL 
Slope (°) at 
S75   
Maier1 -0.01 0.07 -0.16 -0.13 
Maier2 0.08 0.22 -0.01 -0.44 
IB1 0.49 0.37 -0.28 -0.24 
IB2 0.02 0.23 -0.28 -0.20 
TB1 0.16 0.42 -0.17 -0.56 
TB2 0.10 0.64 -0.27 -0.59 
TB3 0.47 1.12 -0.42 -0.97 
 
Table 3.4. Pearl River slopes along the first 150 m of the bar head and bar tail at SCL and S40. 
  Bar Head Bar Tail 
  Slope (°) at 
SCL 
Slope (°) at 
S40 
Slope (°) at 
SCL 
Slope (°) at 
S40   
B1 0.60 1.26 -0.41 -0.34 
B2 0.89 0.99 -0.17 -0.46 
B3 0.51 1.33 -0.74 -0.60 
B4 0.35 0.26 -0.22 0.08 
B5 0.98 1.30 -0.33 -0.24 
B6 0.84 1.66 -0.70 -0.19 
 
 Along the Pearl, bar head slopes are greater than the bar tail slopes. All bar head slopes 
along S40 are near or greater than 1 degree, except B4, with a minimum of 0.26°. Similarly, all bar 
head slopes are greater along S40 compared to SCL, except B4. The maximum bar head slope along 
S40 occurs on B6 at 1.66°, but along SCL, B5 has the greatest slope at 0.98°.  Bar tail slopes are 
generally less than the bar head slopes with a minimum of 0.08 along S40 for B4, indicating a slight 
positive slope along the tail, whereas the maximum is along B3 at -0.75°.  
SCL and S40 are less similar on the Pearl compared to the Wabash, where the S40 profiles 
have a flattened bell-curve shape as the bar head slopes toward the center of the bar and flattens 
out before sloping back down toward the bar tail. B1, B3, and B6 maintain the bell curve shape in 
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the SCL and S40, whereas B2 and B4 show it in S40. The B5 S40 profile flattens, but has a pronounced 
peak in the center. The profiles of the bars along the Wabash are more bell-shaped where the bar 
head slopes up toward a peak along the center of the bar and then slopes down to the bar tail. 
Furthermore, the peaks of all bars in both rivers, except Maier1 and Maier2, occur downstream of 
the apex. Comparing curvature to the longitudinal profiles yields correlation coefficients nearly 
identical for SCL and S75 of 0.82 with lag that centers a 0 m, but ranges from -400 to 400 m. For 
the Pearl, SCL and S40 profiles similarly yield near identical correlation coefficients of 0.88, have 
a lag of -150 m lag.   
3.4.3.2. Transverse Slope 
 
 Along the Wabash, SCL and S75 have similar slopes along Maier, but slopes along S75 are 
less relative to slopes along SCL on the bars downstream (Figure 3.9). Two peaks exist on Maier2, 
similar to the curvature series, but the peaks lag ahead of the curvature peaks. On IB1 and IB2, the 
slopes along S75 are less compared to SCL except at the bar head where S75 has steeper slopes, 
upstream of the apex. On TB1, TB2, and TB3, the S75 profile peaks near the apex, whereas SCL 
peaks downstream of the apex. Correlation between curvature and transverse slope along SCL and 




Figure 3.9. Transverse slope profiles at the centerline and 75 m inward from the centerline on the 
Wabash (SCL and S75), and at the centerline and 40 m inward from the centerline for the Pearl 
(SCL and S40). Maier1 is the gravel section of the upper bar, and Maier2 is the larger bar just 
downstream. 
 
The Pearl reach transverse slope series follow more closely with the curvature (Figure 3.9). 
Transverse slopes are greater along the Pearl than the Wabash with a maximum of 0.19 on B6 and 
0.08 on TB3 on both inward lines. Similar to the Wabash, the inward line, S40, peaks near the apex 
and SCL peaks downstream, except for B1 and B3 where S40 peaks downstream of the apex, but 
just upstream of the peak on SCL. Along the bar tops, slopes along S40 are less than slopes along 
SCL, indicating a change in bar profile shape. The relationship between transverse slope and 
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curvature is stronger for the Pearl compared to the Wabash where correlation coefficients are 0.92 
with a lag of -175 m along SCL, and 0.82 with a lag of 0 m along S40.  
3.4.3.3. Shape Factor  
The longitudinal profiles show the discrepancy in the middle of the point bars (i.e., bell 
curved vs. flattened bell curve) between the Wabash and Pearl, and similarly, the transverse 
profiles show a lower slope along S40 and S75 compared to SCL along the translating bends in the 
Wabash and all bars in the Pearl. Qualitative assignment of bar profiles classifies fewer bilinear or 
near-horizontal profiles along the Wabash compared to the Pearl (Figure  3.10A and 3.11A). Along 
the Wabash, Maier1 and Maier2 have classified bilinear profiles that have similar shape factor 
values to the linear profiles (Figure 3.10B). Similarly, near-horizontal profiles in IB1 have the 
similar shape factor values as linearly classified profiles in IB2. However, TB1, TB2, and TB3 
show a better distinction between linear, bilinear, and near-horizontal profiles, but lack distinction 
in shape factor values between a bilinear and near-horizontal profile. Along the Pearl, bilinear and 
near-horizontal profiles occur on all bars within the reach (Figure 3.11A). Overlap between linear 
and bilinear values exist, but are less frequent because the shape factor values better distinguish 
between linear and bilinear profiles where a general threshold occurs near 2 (Figure 3.11B). 
However, similar to the TB1, TB2, ad TB3, the distinction between a bilinear and near-horizontal 




Figure 3.10. Wabash River shape factor. (A) Spatial distribution of shape factor to distinguish 
between linear, bilinear, and near-horizontal transverse profiles. (B) Shape factor plotted with 
2017 curvature where black, pink, and red dots denote linear, bilinear, and near-horizontal 
profiles and correspond to the map and (C) example cross-sections of a linear, bilinear, and near-




Figure 3.11. Pearl River shape factor. (A) Spatial distribution of shape factor to distinguish 
between linear, bilinear, and near-horizontal transverse profiles. (B) Shape factor plotted with 
2017 curvature where black, pink, and red dots denote linear, bilinear, and near-horizontal 
profiles and correspond to the map and (C) example cross-sections of a linear, bilinear, and near-




3.4.3.4. Correlation Coefficients 
The spatial series described above have relatively similar shapes when overlain with 
curvature, but many have a phase lag. Spatial series along the Wabash, except longitudinal 
elevation, are lagged 300 – 500 m downstream, whereas series along the Pearl, except transverse 
slope (S40), are lagged downstream 150 – 225 m (Table 3.5). Along the Wabash, the highest 
correlation coefficient is migration rate at 0.88, whereas SCL transverse slope is highest on the 
Pearl at 0.92. Coefficients are higher on the Pearl compared to the Wabash, and shape factor has 
the lowest coefficient for both rivers at 0.49 (Wabash) and 0.75 (Pearl).  
Table 3.5. Correlation coefficients and associated lag comparing curvature to various channel 
and channel and point bar metrics along the Wabash and Pearl rivers. 
  Wabash Pearl 







Migration Rate 0.88 -400 0.89 -225 
Width 0.8 -300 0.89 -175 
Transverse Slope (SCL) 0.74 -550 0.92 -175 
Transverse Slope (S40 & S75) 0.77 -450 0.82 0 
Long. Elevation (SCL) 0.82 0 0.88 -150 
Long. Elevation (S40 & S75) 0.82 0 0.88 -150 
Shape Factor 0.49 -500 0.75 -200 
 
3.5. Discussion 
3.5.1. Planform Adjustment 
The Wabash reach is characteristically different than the Pearl. The bends along the Pearl 
reach are predominantly experiencing downstream translation, where most bends are evolving 
similar to one another. Conversely, the Wabash reach is disconnected in terms of mode of 
migration. Maier is expanding into the floodplain at the apex as a result of a bedrock confinement 
adjacent to the downstream bar tail. The confinement likely creates a zone of recirculation along 
the right bank, downstream of the confinement, where sediments are preferentially deposited and 
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form the bar on IB1. The bar on IB1 sits along the concave bank, typical of a counter point bar 
(CPB) associated with a zone of recirculation, but the bar is not associated with an upstream point 
bar (Smith et al., 2009). CPD deposits are sometime referred to as eddy accretion deposits or 
reattachment bars, and are associated with flow recirculation downstream of a confinement (i.e., 
the bedrock on Maier) (Hickin, 1979; Rubin et al., 1990; Makaske and Weerts, 2005; Smith et al., 
2009). Furthermore, the bar associated with IB1 has bilinear transverse profiles, similar to 
observations made on reattachment bars downstream of a confinement in a bedrock canyon (Rubin 
et al., 1990; Schmidt and Graf, 1990) (Figure 3.10A). 
The reversal in curvature associated with the bedrock confinement has created a different 
phase lag between inflection points and the occurrence of the bars downstream, relative to Maier. 
The maximum bed elevation along the bar on Maier is associated with the bend apex, whereas the 
maximum elevation of the bars on IB1 and IB2 occur beyond the downstream-most inflection 
point, just upstream of the following bends apex in curvature. Likewise, maximum bed elevation 
for TB1 occurs at the downstream-most inflection (Figure 3.8). The accentuated lag between bed 
elevation and curvature is likely a result of delayed inflection asymmetry controlled by the bedrock 
confinement (Carson and Lapointe, 1983). In asymmetric bends, curvature induced secondary flow 
may elongate the point bar along the inner bank into the up-valley side of the following bend 
(Bluck, 1971; Carson and Lapointe, 1983). Although the maximum elevation of the point bar 
occurs within TB2 and TB3, as defined by curvature inflection points, the bars are also extending 
into the downstream transition zone, toward the downstream inflection and upstream of the next 
bend, indicative of an asymmetric bend (Abad and Garcia, 2009b).  
Point bar tail extension is similarly occurring along the Pearl reach. Maximum elevation of 
the Pear bars occurs downstream of the apex, near the second maximum of curvature (Figure 3.8). 
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Extended bar tails along B1, B3, B5, and B6 may be attributed to delayed inflection asymmetry of 
the bends, similar to the Wabash. On B3 and B6 the bar tails are especially elongated into the 
transition zone, near the channel inflection, between bends. Furthermore, maximum migration 
occurs in toward the middle of these regions, similar to other asymmetric bends where maximum 
migration occurs near the middle of the convex down-valley part of the traverse between bends 
(Brice, 1974; Carson and Lapointe, 1983). The asymmetry of the bends in both reaches is 
producing compound bends, confirmed by the multiple maxima of curvature in the spatial series 
(Figure 3.5D). In these double-headed compound bends (i.e. Maier, TB2, and all Pearl bends), the 
maximum rate of migration consistently occurs at the second maximum of curvature, confirming 
the findings associated with delayed inflection asymmetry (Carson and Lapointe, 1983; 
Frothingham and Rhoads, 2003) (Figure 3.6B and Figure 3.7B).  
Furthermore, an increase in transverse slope is associated with the second maxima of 
curvature in the compound bends along both reaches (Figure 3.9). An increase in transverse slope 
is likely associated with strong secondary currents in the adjacent scour pool that are directing 
near-bed flow inward to maintain the transverse slope (Beck, 1988; Engel and Rhoads, 2012b). 
Previous work has identified a strong zone of helical flow associated with the second lobe of 
curvature in a compound bend where the HVC sits submerged and scours the toe of the bank 
leading to erosion and channel widening (Frothingham and Rhoads, 2003; Engel and Rhoads, 
2012b). TB3 has enhanced outer bank erosion with a detached bar tail, and previous research 
confirms that detachment can occur as the bar shifts toward the middle of the channel through 
enhanced deposition that compensates for erosion of the adjacent outer bank (Whiting and 
Dietrich, 1993a) (Figure 3.12A). B1, B3, and B6 on the Pearl also have widening bar tails 
associated with an increase in channel width as a result of outer bank erosion, but are not 
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experiencing detachment (Figure 3.12B). TB3 is likely detaching because the bend is evolving 
through expansion and translation, whereas the Pearl bars are evolving through rotation and 
translation. Expansion creates abrupt changes in width that the channel adjusts for through 
deposition, but changes associated with rotation and/or translation are less abrupt, thus the channel 
can maintain more of a dynamic equilibrium (Daniel, 1971). The change in width is also apparent 
in the width spatial series as a second width maximum (Figure 3.6B) and is associated with the 
second curvature maximum and maximum migration in the Pearl reach (Figure. 3.7B). The 
widening process occurring in both rivers confirms the bank pull scenario, where the outer bank 
erodes first and the point bar adjusts (van de Lageweg et al., 2014). 
 
Figure 3.12. Examples of outer bank widening and bar growth. (A) The detached bar tail on TB3 




Although widening occurs along the bar tails on some bends along both the Pearl and 
Wabash, the spatial variations in width differ between sites likely as a result of difference in 
channel planform adjustment. Along the Pearl, width increases just downstream of the apex, near 
the second curvature maxima, and narrows just downstream of the inflection points. Results are 
consistent with width variations along the Rio Beni in Bolivia where 74% of the bends had the 
maximum width just up or downstream of the apex (Luchi et al., 2011). Along the Wabash, spatial 
variations are dampened where maximum width persists through a meander rather than peaking, 
especially on Maier, IB2, and TB2 (Figure 3.6B). Maximum widths occur closer to the 
downstream inflection points on IB1, TB1, and TB3 rather than near the apex. However, two areas 
of abrupt changes in width occur near 7.5 and 9.2 km and are associated with the location of 
counter point bars along TB1 and TB2 (Figure 3.6B). As width increases, velocities in the channel 
decrease and can enhance deposition. Furthermore, previous work confirms that zones of 
recirculation can occur along bar tails and deposit fine material and form a counter point bar 
(Nanson and Page, 1983; Smith et al., 2009; Blanckaert, 2010). 
3.5.2. Spatial Lag 
Despite the Pearl and Wabash having differences in planform evolution of each individual 
meander bend, the spatial lag between the curvature series and planform evolution variables are 
similar when scaled by average bankfull width. The scaled lag between the curvature and migration 
rate for the Wabash and Pearl are close at 1.4 and 1.45, respectively. The lag between curvature 
and width similarly scales at 1.05 for the Wabash and 1.13 for the Pearl. Differences between the 
reaches emerge when comparing variables characterizing point bar morphology likely as a result 
of differences in channel curvature. The bars along the Pearl reach have characteristics of sharp 
bends including a steeper transverse slopes and near-horizontal flat bar tops (Blanckaert, 2010; 
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Blanckaert et al., 2013). The steepest transverse slope occurs near the bend apex at the bar head 
along S40 (Figure 3.9). SCL does not capture the steepness, as the bar is not fully developed yet at 
the apex. Toward the middle of the bar, S40 has much lower slopes than SCL, indicating the 
bilinearity of the bars. The discrepancies between the two lines account for the difference in 
correlation coefficients and phase lag. The Wabash has fewer areas of bilinearity, thus the SCL and 
S75 transverse slopes have a similar lag. Furthermore, the scaled lag is much higher along the 
Wabash compared to the Pearl likely, 1.75 and 1.12, respectively, as a result of the disconnect 
between Maier and the downstream bars. Specifically, the transverse slopes on IB1, IB2, and TB1 
are out of phase with curvature, highlighting the delayed inflection asymmetry of the bends (Figure 
3.9).  
The most distinct characteristic of the point bars along the Pearl compared to the Wabash 
are the near horizontal bar tops, but the shape factor used to characterize these differences has the 
lowest correlation coefficients when compared to curvature. Nevertheless, qualitative 
characterization of the point bar transverse profiles highlights the complexity of the bar by spatially 
identifying linear, bilinear, and near-horizontal profiles.  
3.5.3. Shape Factor 
Bars along both river systems have some form of bilinearity, but do not necessarily have 
near-horizontal bar tops (Figure 3.10 and 3.11). The Pearl bars as well as TB1, TB2, and TB3 all 
show distinct scaling in shape factor value where generally lower values are linear, and higher 
values are bilinear. This pattern does not hold for Maier, IB1, or IB2, highlighted by the variability 
in shape factor value and classified bar profile (Figure 3.10B). The values classified as linear are 
similar in value to linear values on TB1, TB2, and TB3, but bilinear classified values are lower 
compared to TB1, TB2, and TB3. Along Maier1, IB1, and IB2, the bars are not well developed and 
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do not show distinct elevation differences from the thalweg to the top of the bar. Although 
bilinearity may exist, the method used to calculate shape factor does not capture the difference 
between linear and bilinear with a high ratio of bar width to bar height. Maier1, IB1, and IB2 are 
within transition zones between meander bends where curvature is much lower, thus the channel 
bed is more uniform, and it is difficult to capture distinct bar shape compared to the developed 
bars within the reach. The bilinear classified profiles along Maier2 are similarly hard to distinguish 
because the ratio between bar width to bar height is high, thus the method for calculating shape 
factor has trouble capturing the bilinearity.  
Despite the shape factor values not aligning with classified values, qualitative classification 
highlights that distinct differences in transverse bar profiles occur along all bars. Bilinearity and 
near-horizontal bar tops have been documented in an experimental setting of a sharply curving 
meander bend and was attributed to zones of recirculation over these areas (Blanckaert, 2010; 
Blanckaert et al., 2013). Although a curvature threshold has yet to be identified for the occurrence 
of flow separation, curvature is likely high enough along the Pearl bars and TB3 to cause flow 
separation and recirculation that can maintain the near-horizontal bar profiles. However, near-
horizontal profiles were documented along IB1 and IB2, where curvature is lowest. Reattachment 
bars occur downstream of a confinement as a result of flow separation and subsequent 
recirculation, and these bars have similar near-horizontal bar tops (Rubin et al., 1990; Schmidt and 
Graf, 1990). IB1 is downstream of the bedrock confinement, where a zone of recirculation has 
been previously documented (Konsoer et al., 2016a), thus the bar is likely a reattachment bar rather 
than a developing point bar. Near horizontal profiles along IB2 are likely not associated with flow 
recirculation, but may also be associated with zones of lower velocities. IB2 is within the transition 
zone where a thalweg is not well established, thus deposition may be preferentially occurring as a 
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result of a feedback between a similar channel bed elevation and low flow velocities across the 
reach.  
Although flow separation is identified as a necessary component for the bilinear 
topography under laboratory conditions, thresholds of curvature for development of flow 
separation and the occurrence of bilinear profiles are still unclear. TB3 has a maximum curvature 
of 0.0028 m-1, comparable to the bends along the Pearl where near-horizontal profiles are 
prominent. However, TB2 has a maximum curvature of 0.0014 m-1, identical to Maier, yet TB2 
has near-horizontal profiles, whereas Maier does not. The results of the experimental work indicate 
that near-horizontal profiles associated with flow separation occur after an increase of curvature is 
followed by a subsequent decrease (Blanckaert, 2010). Along Maier, curvature does not decrease 
as quickly as TB2, thus the gradient from the apex to the lower curvature value may be sufficiently 
large enough on TB2 to generate flow separation and near-horizontal profiles. Data is insufficient 
in this study to determine if zones of recirculation occur. However, further analysis should be 
conducted to determine if flow separation is associated with near-horizontal profiles in a field 
setting. 
3.5.4. Model Comparisons 
Although spatial variability exists between datasets, when bar morphology (i.e., 
longitudinal elevation and transverse slope) is related to curvature, correlation coefficients are high 
(> 0.75). To determine if field measurements can be predicted based on centerline curvature, a 
centerline model is used to generate a synthetic bed morphology. The Python-based code, 
pyriverbed, uses an equation to calculate a transvers slope using a scour factor, A, multiplied by 
local curvature (C) and average channel depth (H) (Beck, 1988; Li and Garcia, 2018) (Eq. 3.1 and 
3.2). The model uses a fixed width, where a lag phase lag can be introduced based on the width. 
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A phase lag of 3.5, or 3.5 times the channel width, is used for the Pearl, and 4 is used for the 
Wabash. Adding a phase lag shifts the centerline curvature downstream by the lagged amount to 
encompass upstream influence of curvature. The model output consists of normalized synthetic 
bed elevations to a predicted water surface elevation at cross-sections through the reach that have 
been interpolated into a raster dataset at 25 m and 50 m resolution for the Pearl and Wabash rivers, 
respectively (Figure 3.13 and 3.14). The model smooths the curvature of the centerline input, thus 
the synthetic bed and field bed do not align. However, the SCL profile is used to compare 
longitudinal be elevation and transverse slope values calculated along the synthetic and field-
measured channel bed. 
 
Figure 3.13. Synthetic and field-measured bed elevations along the Pearl River where the 




Figure 3.14. Synthetic and field-measured bed elevations along the Wabash River where the 
synthetic bed is gridded at 50 m resolution and the field-measured bed is gridded at 10 m. 
The centerline model characterizes the SCL longitudinal bed elevations with similar 
magnitude and extent to the field data in both rivers, especially along TB3 and B2 (Figure 3.15). 
Despite the model producing a smooth elevation profile compared to the field data, the correlation 
coefficients between the model and field data are greater than 0.8. Along the Wabash, the model 
smooths the curvature and does not capture IB1. Instead, the area has a mostly flat bed before the 
bar in IB2 is formed. Similarly, the model smooths the curvature series along the Pearl and 
eliminates the second peak in curvature associated with the second maximum in bed elevation, 
especially apparent on B1, B3 and B6 in the field data. Previous analysis indicates the second peak 
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is associated with an area of increased width, but because the model uses a fixed width, the 
variations in bar morphology are not captured. The model also predicts B6 to have a much higher 
bed elevation than the rest of the bars, and is attributed the high curvature of B6.  
 
Figure 3.15. Centerline longitudinal elevation comparing field, centerline model, and 2D 
morphodynamic model outputs. 
 
The synthetic SCL transverse slope series is much smoother than the field measurements, 
but captures the extent and magnitude of the slopes compared to the field data (Figure 3.16). 
Correlation coefficients between the field-measured and synthetic data are similarly high with 
values of 0.81 and 0.91 on the Wabash and Pearl, respectively. The field data has steepest slopes 
toward the middle of the bar rather than the bend apex, and the synthetic data captures this general 
trend. Although the model smooths variability in transverse slope, two peaks in transverse slope 
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align with two peaks in the field data along TB3. Furthermore, the synthetic and field data align in 
capturing the drop off from higher to lower transverse slopes along B6 at 5.575 km. An area of 
negative transverse slope occurs along the Pearl from 0 – 0.4 km because the model has higher 
elevations along the right bank, whereas the field data indicates higher elevations on the left bank. 
Similarly, the abrupt shift to negative transverse slopes occurs at 3.8 – 4.9 km along the Wabash 
because the bar along IB1 is not captured in the model output.  
 
Figure 3.16. Centerline transverse slope comparing field-measured, synthetic data from the 
model, and a calculated transverse slope using field measurements based on an equation from 
Beck (1988), ACH. 
 
The equation used in the model to determine a transverse slope is calculated using local 
centerline curvature, measured channel width, and measured channel depth at each cross-section, 
are compared to field measurements of transverse slope (Figure 3.16 and 3.17). The SCL series 
generated from the equation calculates a peak in transverse slope upstream of the peak in the field 
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data in both rivers. The peak is located near the apex of all meanders in both reaches. Overall, the 
calculated values of transverse slope align worse with the synthetic data, likely because the 
equation uses the local curvature rather than a value based on a lag. To understand the relationship 
of the calculated transverse slope and field-measured value between rivers, the two values are 
plotted on a scatter plot where although scatter is present around the line of best fit, the 
measurements from both rivers plot lower for the Wabash and higher for the Pearl, confirming 
field measurements. To understand the location of the scatter, the difference between the calculated 
value of transverse slope using the ACH equation and field-measured transverse slope are mapped 
along the centerline of both rivers (Figure 3.18). In general, the transverse slope at the apex of each 
bend is over predicted by the model, confirmed by the peak occurring upstream of the field-
measured peak in Figure 3.16. Along the Pearl, the differences between the two datasets are larger 
in magnitude, but cluster more closely in the area, whereas along the Wabash, the over prediction 
expands across a larger area through the bend. Transverse slope is under predicted at the inflection 




Figure 3.17. Measured transverse bed slope compared to a calculated transverse slope value 
using the product of scour factor (A), local channel curvature (C), and average channel depth (H) 





Figure 3.18. Difference between transverse slopes calculated using ACH from Beck (1988) from 
field-measured transverse slope. Positive values indicate the equation over predicts transvers 
slope, and negative values indicate the equation under predicts values. 
Specific areas under predicted along the Pearl include B4 where maximum width is lagged 
against curvature much further downstream compared to the other bends along the reach (Figure 
3.7A). Although the equation accounts for channel width at each location, the use of a local 
curvature cannot encompass the lag observed in the field-measurements. Additionally, vegetation 
is established at the break in slope along the bar in B4, and may be reinforcing the steeper slopes 
(Gurnell and Petts, 2002; Van Dijk et al., 2013) (Figure 3.19). Without the vegetation, perhaps 
measured transverse slope would be lower and more in line with the predicted value. The most 
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over predicted area occurs at the bar head of B6 where the steepest transverse slopes occur further 
downstream. However, because curvature is highest at the apex, the transverse slope is calculated 
to be highest at that location, again because a lag is not incorporated into the equation. Although 
the lag is likely curvature driven, a tributary comes in along the left bank and likely maintains a 
scoured bed, thus steep transverse slopes are not established in that location in the field 
measurements, but occur further downstream. Along the Wabash, the model under predicts slopes 
along the bar tail of TB3, likely because curvature is minimal in this area, thus a low curvature 
would drive down the transverse slope. However, the bar tail associated with TB3 extends into this 
area and has higher measured transverse slopes. Similarly, the slopes associated with the bedrock 
knickpoint are under predicted because the change in curvature is minimal. The bedrock is 
associated with a deep scour pool that maintains steep transverse slopes rather than curvature in 
this region, and the equation cannot capture this outside factor. Furthermore, the equation over 
predicts the downstream bar tail of TB2 where a counter point bar is present in the field data, and 
the equation is unable to capture the presence of the bar and more shallow slopes likely because 






Figure 3.19. Vegetation establishment along B4, creating a break in slope. 
Although scatter is present, the populations between the Pearl and Wabash cluster 
accordingly, and thus, the equation used in the centerline model does indeed capture a reasonable 
transverse slope and can predict general bed morphology compared to field measurements (Figure 
3.17). Further analysis using a finer mesh should be conducted to determine if more variability is 
represented with a denser distribution of centerline points. Furthermore, analysis of a curvature 
series with less smoothing should be performed to determine if local curvature variations like the 
second curvature maximum vary the bed elevations in the model relative to field measurements. 
Finally, a shape factor should be calculated for each cross-sections in the synthetic mesh and bar 
profile shape should be characterized to determine if bilinearity is produced by the model. 
3.6. Conclusions 
 Two separate river systems were analyzed to determine differences in point bar 
morphologies and the associated relationship to curvature and planform evolution of the bends. 
Overall, the Wabash River has lower channel curvature, but higher rates of migration, whereas the 
Pearl is opposite. Despite these differences, spatial lag between curvature and width/migration rate 
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are similar between rivers. Characteristics of point bar morphology vary considerably and are 
related to the differences in curvature between reaches. Furthermore, the Pearl bends are all 
experiencing downstream migration, whereas Maier is expanding, IB1 and IB2 are mostly 
stationary, and TB1 – TB3 are migrating downstream. Similarities exist between the downstream 
migrating bends in both rivers including the presence of bilinear and near-horizontal transverse 
bar profiles and maximum rates of migration downstream of the apex. Furthermore, TB2, TB3, 
and all Pearl bends exhibit multiple lobes of curvature maximums, and the downstream lobe is 
associated with an increase in width and maximum migration rates in most bends. Planform 
evolution of these bends are comparable to observations of compound and asymmetric bends. 
Comparisons between synthetic bed elevations and field measurements align well in terms of 
magnitude and extent, however in terms of comparing measurments of ransverse slope, the model 
consistently over preduicts the value at the apexes of all meanders on both rivers. Over prediction 
is likely related to the smoothing of curvature and the lag applied to the centerline, thus less 
smoothing of curvature should be used when generating the synthetic data to determine if the 
model can capture more variability seen in the field measurements. A reduction in smoothing may 
help the model in areas where transverse slope is over or under predicted as well. Finally, to further 
understand point bar morphology, the relationship between flow and form should be analyzed, and 
focus should be put toward the differences in flow structure associated with linear, bilinear, and 
near-horizontal bar profiles.  
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Chapter 4. Three-Dimensional Flow Structure in Two Series of Consecutive 
Bends 
4.1. Introduction 
The planform evolution of meandering rivers is ultimately controlled by the interactions among 
autogenic processes, such as channel curvature and local flow structure, and allogenic factors, such 
as spatial variability of floodplain sediment, valley confinement, and hydrologic regime. Early 
field-based research focused on understanding the most dynamic of the processes, local flow 
structure, but techniques captured lower spatial resolution datasets along individual meander bends 
(Jackson, 1975; Bridge and Jarvis, 1976; 1982). Developments in remote sensing methods have 
given scientists the ability to capture flow and bed topography at higher spatial and temporal 
resolutions, where complex meander bends have been analyzed under field (e.g., Engel and 
Rhoads, 2012b; Kasvi et al., 2013; Lotsari et al., 2014; 2016; Konsoer et al., 2016a) and 
experimental conditions (Blanckaert, 2009; 2010; Blanckaert et al., 2013). Although techniques 
allow for increased spatial resolution, much research has focused on processes within single bends. 
Deconstructing processes within an individual meander bend is essential to understanding the river 
system, but a meander bend adjusts to processes that occur up and downstream based on the 
complex autogenic and allogenic interactions (Ikeda et al., 1981; Furbish, 1988; Zolezzi and 
Seminara, 2001; Blanckaert, 2010). Thus, linking flow structure in a series of bends to channel 
curvature and autogenic influences is essential to better understand how flow structure may change 
moving downstream.  
General flow structure in a curved channel is the result of a balance of centrifugal forces and a 
counteracting pressure gradient. As flow enters a curved channel, centrifugal forces direct flow 
outward, causing a super-elevation of the water surface along the outer bank, concave bank. The 
super-elevation forms a cross-stream gradient along the water surface that initiates a pressure 
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gradient, counteracting the centrifugal forces of the outward deflected flow. Bed velocities are 
dominated by the pressure gradient and are directed inward toward the inner convex bank, whereas 
surface velocities are dominated by centrifugal forces and are directed toward the outer bank 
(Dietrich, 1987; Blanckaert, 2010). The balance of forces initiates secondary circulation imposed 
onto the downstream-directed streamwise flow, causing helical motion as near-surface water 
circulates outward and downward as the water flows through the curve. In a river channel, an 
increase in bed elevation from the presence of the point bar creates a shoaling effect that deflects 
flow outward through topographic steering (Dietrich and Smith, 1983; Smith and McLean, 1984; 
Blanckaert, 2010; Konsoer et al., 2016a). Flow streamlines will tend to diverge as they encounter 
the head of the point bar, where a portion of the flow is directed toward the outer bank and the 
other is directed over the bar. The balance of inward tractive forces from secondary flow near the 
bed and outward forces of gravity in the downslope direction acting on the grains help to maintain 
the morphology of the bar (Engelund, 1974; Bridge, 1977). 
Flow structure and the shift of the high velocity core (HVC) will vary as stage in the river 
fluctuates because of the relative exposure of the point bar and associated increases or decreases 
in channel width (Kasvi et al., 2013; Engel and Rhoads, 2016; Konsoer et al., 2016a; Kasvi et al., 
2017). At a lower stage, the effects of the point bar are reduced, and the HVC will impinge along 
the outer bank in a line tangential from the inner bank at the bend entrance to the outer bank 
(Termini, 2009). As discharge increases, the effects of topographic steering will dominate, and the 
HVC will impinge along the outer bank further downstream (Hooke, 1975; Dietrich and Smith, 
1983; Kasvi et al., 2013). However, a large enough increase in depth over the point bar may reduce 
the effects of topographic steering and may not shift the HVC toward the outer bank (Frothingham 
and Rhoads, 2003; Engel and Rhoads, 2012b; Kasvi et al., 2013). Changes in stage will also vary 
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the strength of secondary circulation, as strength is usually enhanced by increasing pool depth and 
a decreasing radius of curvature to width ratio (Rc/B) (Hickin, 1978; Bathurst et al., 1979; Nanson, 
2010). Strength of secondary circulation is also related to the width-to-depth ratio (W/D) of the 
channel where a large ratio (>10) may impede the development of strong secondary circulation 
(Termini and Piraino, 2011).  
The relative effects of changes in stage will affect the position of the HVC differently based 
on channel planform. In an evolving compound meander loop with two lobes of curvature maxima, 
the HVC occurs along the inner bank at the bend entrance, and sits along the outer bank in both 
lobes. In between, in the local curvature minimum, the HVC may shift toward the channel 
centerline, and secondary circulation may break down (Frothingham and Rhoads, 2003; Engel and 
Rhoads, 2012b). In upstream skewed, asymmetric bends, the HVC is situated along the inner bank 
at the bend entrance, and moves toward the outer bank as the flow field becomes fully developed 
beyond the bend apex. Conversely, in downstream skewed asymmetric bends, the flow field is 
fully developed near the bend entrance, thus the HVC is situated along the outer bank throughout 
the bend (Abad and Garcia, 2009a; 2009b). The position of the HVC is related to the gradient in 
curvature found along a bend, and the magnitude of the gradient affects how quickly secondary 
circulation develops in the meander relative to conditions from the previous meander in the 
hydraulic transitional region (HTR) (Abad and Garcia, 2009a). However, as curvature increases, 
the strength of the HVC may begin to saturate, and the position of the HVC may be directed away 
from the outer bank as a result of secondary outer bank cells buffering the bank (Blanckaert and 
Graf, 2004; Blanckaert, 2009; Blanckaert, 2011). Although curvature may induce secondary outer 
bank cells, an increase in bank roughness by vegetation or patterns of erosion, may further enhance 
the presence and size of a cell (Blanckaert, 2011). 
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Additionally, in bends with high curvature, flow separation can occur, creating zones of low 
velocity or flow recirculation (Leeder and Bridges, 1975; Hickin, 1977; Nanson and Page, 1983; 
Ferguson et al., 2003; Parsons, 2003; Blanckaert, 2010, 2011; Schnauder and Sukhodolov, 2012; 
Blanckaert et al., 2013). A zone of recirculation is typically found on the upper portion of the point 
bar as flow separates along the inner bank after a decrease in curvature beyond the bend apex 
(Ferguson et al., 2003; Blanckaert, 2011). Flow can also separate along the bar tail, or along the 
concave outer bank, as a result of a decreasing gradient in water surface elevation or channel 
widening (Hickin, 1977; Ferguson et al., 2003; Parsons, 2003; Nanson, 2010; Blanckaert et al., 
2013). In zones of recirculation or low momentum fluid, deposition of finer material is enhanced 
by low flow velocities and a reduction in shear stress (Ferguson et al., 2003). Deposition along the 
bar tail can produce concave bar deposits, termed counter point bars (Hickin, 1979; Nanson and 
Page, 1983; Nanson and Croke, 1992; Smith et al., 2009), whereas deposition along the bar top 
may produce a bilinear transverse slope where the upper bar is near-horizontal, and the lower bar, 
closer to the thalweg, has a steeper transverse slope (Blanckaert, 2010; Blanckaert et al., 2013). In 
areas with bilinear slopes, experimental work has demonstrated that flow is directed outward over 
the near-horizontal portion of the bar and inward along the steeper section. The break in slope is 
associated with the meeting of opposing flow directions, creating and maintaining the bilinear 
transverse profile. In areas without recirculation, profiles are more linear as inward directed flow 
dominates (Blanckaert, 2010; Blanckaert et al., 2013). Although these profiles have been 
documented in a laboratory setting, flow structures associated with these differing transverse 
profiles have yet to be investigated with field observations.  
Flow has been characterized in meandering channels in both laboratory and field settings, but 
often a single bend or disconnected bends are analyzed (e.g., Jackson, 1976a; Nanson and Hickin, 
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1983; Engel and Rhoads, 2012b; Kasvi et al., 2013; Lotsari et al., 2014; Engel and Rhoads, 2016; 
Konsoer et al., 2016a). Furthermore, point bar morphologic characteristics obtained in a field 
setting have yet to be related to flow structure or the position of the HVC. Thus, this study seeks 
to relate point bar morphology and channel curvature to the position of the HVC in two different 
river systems on a reach of consecutive bends. In addition, the influence of river stage where the 
point bars are partially and fully submerged during two separate events will be analyzed. 
Furthermore, three-dimensional flow structures are analyzed in several cross-sections to determine 
a relationship between more bilinear and linear transverse bar profiles. Results are compared 
between bends within each river system as well as between systems to better understand the 
relationship of the HVC with channel planform characteristics.  
4.2. Study Area 
 Two reaches of river, one on the Wabash River along the Illinois and Indiana border and 
the second on the Pearl River along the Louisiana and Mississippi border, are the focus of this 
study. The Wabash reach is a 12 km segment consisting of six meander bends near Grayville, IL 
and has been previously studied (Jackson, 1975, 1976a, b; Konsoer et al., 2016a; Konsoer et al., 
2016b; Konsoer et al., 2017) (Figure 4.1). The reach drains an area of 74,164 km2 from the nearest 
stream gauge (USGS 03377500) at Mt. Carmel, IL, 32 km upstream of the reach. The station has 
mean annual flows of 840 m3s-1 for the 90-year period of record (1928 – 2018). Average width 




Figure 4.1. The 10 km study reach along the Wabash River. TB3 is approximately 8 km 
downstream of Maier. 
The Pearl reach is 6 km that includes six meander bends 12 km upstream of Bogalusa, LA 
(Figure 4.2). Average width and depth for the reach is 110-200 m and 3-5 m, respectively. The 
reach drains an area of 17,024 km2 from the nearest stream gauge at Bogalusa, Louisiana (USGS 
02489500), and mean annual flows of 230 m3s-1 for the 79-year period of record (1939 – 2018). 
Flow duration curves were constructed from mean daily flows for the period of records to compare 
the range of flows within each reach (Figure 4.3). Curves were divided to correspond with the 
time-periods of calculated migration rates in the previous chapter. The Wabash River has 
experienced an increase in discharge from 1928 to present, whereas the Pearl has maintained 
similar flow through the 79-year period of record. The curves are similarly shaped indicating a 
similar flow regime between the reaches, where the Wabash has greater magnitude discharges 




Figure 4.2. The 6-km reach of the Pearl River near Bogalusa, LA. White arrows indicate flow 
direction. 
 
Figure 4.3. Flow duration curves for the Wabash and Pearl Rivers at intervals that match the 





4.3.1. Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) 
Two acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP) surveys were conducted along the Pearl 
River in May 2017 and February 2018, and one along the Wabash River in March 2018. Surveys 
were conducted using a four-beam Teledyne-RDI 1,200 kHz Rio Grande ADCP mounted to an 
18-ft jon boat. The instrument collected velocities at a sampling frequency of 1 Hz, and is capable 
of measuring data in a range from 0.3 – 25 m depth at a resolution of 0.001 m/s with an accuracy 
of 0.002 m/s. A Hemisphere A100 differential global navigation satellite system (dGNSS), with a 
0.06 m accuracy, was mounted on top of the instrument mount to track boat position. 
Measurements were conducted along cross-sections perpendicular to the flow in the channel at 
predetermined locations. Each cross-section was traversed at least four times and was combined 
to provide a spatially and temporally averaged cross-sectional flow field. Cross-sections were 
spaced at streamwise distances of half bankfull channel width throughout the reach; 100 m for the 
Pearl and 150 m for the Wabash. Three components of velocity direction (u, v, and w) were 
collected in 0.1 and 0.15 cm bins for the Pearl and Wabash, respectively. Collecting data in bins 
allows for the visualization of three-dimensional flow structure in a two-dimensional cross-
sectional view.  
During the May 2017 Pearl survey, stage was 4.8 m with a discharge of 326 m3 s-1 at the 
USGS Bogalusa gauging station (USGS 02489500), and point bar tops were exposed because stage 
was below bankfull. The second survey, conducted in February 2018 had a stage of 6.17 m and a 
discharge of 807 m3 s-1, which covered the bar tops throughout the reach. The 2017 campaign 
surveyed cross-sections every 200 m, whereas the 2018 campaigned surveyed every 100 m. The 
Wabash reach was surveyed in March 2018 at a stage of 8.23 m and discharge of 4049 m3 s-1, 
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obtained from the USGS Mt. Carmel gauging station (USGS 03377500), and all point bar tops 
were submerged. 
ADCP cross-sections were collected using WinRiver II where transects were exported for 
post-processing and analysis using the Velocity Mapping Toolbox (VMT), a Matlab based 
program to visualize spatially and temporally averaged two-dimensional cross sections and depth-
averaged velocities (Parsons et al., 2013). An inherent negative bias, averaging -2.35 cm s-1, was 
apparent in the vertical component of velocities within all cross sections. A negative bias has been 
shown in other datasets, especially near the water surface, where error has been attributed to 
inherent instrument error as well as the instrument disrupting the flow field around the sensors 
(Mueller, 2015). To remove the bias, the local mean of the vertical component of velocity (w) was 
subtracted from each bin. Cross-sections were plotted in VMT using a Rozovskii frame of 
reference that plots primary and secondary components of the flow-field oriented to local depth-
averaged velocity vectors in each vertical profile rather than parallel and orthogonal to the 
measured transect. (Rozovskiĭ, 1957). A Rozovskii frame-of-reference is used for visualization of 
the flow structure when flow direction may change abruptly (Rhoads and Kenworthy, 1998). A 
streamwise-transverse frame-of-reference was also used for specific cross-sections to further 
understand the transverse component (v) of secondary velocities.  
DAVs were plotted using a 5 m smoothing window at 2 m spacing for the three surveys. 
Cross-sectional plots were also smoothed using a 5 m smoothing window for the Pearl surveys, 
and a 7 m window for the Wabash. Cross-sections for the Pearl are numbered consecutively from 
the top of the reach as cross-section (XS) 1 to 57. 2017 transects were surveyed at every other 
cross-section, except for two locations, whereas all transects, except XS 1, were surveyed in 2018. 
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For the Wabash, the upstream transect is XS 135, and the downstream is XS 203 where transects 
were surveyed at every other except in two locations along TB3.  
4.3.2. High Velocity Core 
 To understand how flow structure is affected by the point bars and upstream curvature (i.e., 
topographic steering and upstream inherited flow), a high velocity core (HVC) was identified for 
all cross-sections using the location and magnitude of the maximum DAV. The width of each 
cross-section and the location of the centerline was determined to normalize the position of the 





where PosHVC is the position of the HVC, PosCL is the position of the centerline, and B is the 
bankfull channel width. Values are between -1 and 1, where 0 is the center, and -1 or 1 is the outer 
bank, and will change from bend to bend as the meander switches sides. The normalized position 
is related to the 2017 curvature series along the Pearl and Wabash as well as centerline longitudinal 
bed elevation. 
4.3.3. Channel and Morphologic Variables 
Values for the 2017 curvature series were calculated using a centerline computed from 
digitizing channel bank lines. The centerline was decimated into points at 25 m and 50 m spacing 
for the Pearl and Wabash, respectively. Coordinates were used as input for the MATLAB based 
code, PCS-curvature that calculates a smoothed local curvature at each point in the series 
(Guneralp and Rhoads, 2008). ADCP cross-sections were matched with the nearest point in the 
curvature series for analyses. Channel width was calculated at each point in the curvature series 
using the extent of the banklines that delineate the 2017 channel for both rivers.  
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Channel bathymetry was collected subsequently with the 2018 Pearl and Wabash River 
ADCP surveys using a Norbit Wideband Multibeam Sonar (WBMS). The multibeam sonar 
compensates for pitch, roll, and yaw of the boat with an inertial measurement unit, while a dual-
antenna GNSS tracks position. Data was collected with Hypack software and post-processed using 
CARIS HIPS/SIPS where outliers were removed from the point cloud and GNSS corrections were 
applied. The extent of the multibeam survey was limited by boat access in shallow areas, thus data 
collected from structure-from-motion (SfM) surveys of the subaerial point bars were 
supplemented. 
SfM acquisition consisted of obtaining overlapping photographs (>60%) from a small 
unmanned aerial system (sUAS) that flew a predetermined flight path over the subaerial bars in 
2017 for both rivers. Acquired photographs were imported into Agisoft Photoscan Professional 
where photos were aligned to produce a point cloud. The point cloud was georeferenced using 
ground control points surveyed with a rapid time kinematic (RTK) GNSS. Upon georeferencing, 
the point cloud was exported and combined with the point cloud of the MBES data. The point 
cloud was converted to a digital elevation model (DEM) to create a seamless dataset at 5 and 10 
m resolution for the Pearl and Wabash, respectively. To obtain channel bed elevation, values were 
extracted to the centerline coordinates used for curvature. To compare the HVC to curvature and 
channel bed elevation, correlation coefficients and associated lags were calculated to understand 
the relationship between the spatial series.  
4.4. Results 
4.4.1. Pearl River Depth-Averaged Velocities 
 Although discharge and channel cross-sectional areas were different between the 2017 and 
2018 surveys along the Pearl, the HVC was positioned along the inner bank at the bend entrances 
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in both surveys (Figure 4.4). At the point bar head, the HVC shifts toward the outer bank where 
flow impinges on the outer bank, downstream of the apex. The HVC moves toward the middle of 
the channel through the downstream inflection point before entering the next bend with the HVC 
situated along the inner bank. Velocities are typically highest at the transitions between bends (i.e. 
in the bend entrance and/or exit) throughout both surveys, where the highest velocity of 155 cm s-
1 occurs at the entrance of B5 in 2018.  Bends are subset and grouped together to visualize the 
DAV vector position and magnitude to understand the flow in more detail (Figure 4.5, 4.6, and 
4.7). 
Along B1 and B2, 2017 DAVs indicate a dampened asymmetry compared to 2018 (Figure 
4.5).  At the entrance to B1 in 2017, the HVC is situated toward the center of the channel with 
velocities of 85 cm s-1 compared to the 2018 survey where the HVC is along inner bank with 
velocities of 130 cm s-1. The HVC is shifted to the outer bank by XS6 in 2018 and XS 7 in 2017 
where velocities are 120 and 100 cm s-1, respectively. The HVC is positioned along the inner bank 
at the entrance to B2 (XS 12) in both 2017 and 2018 and have velocities of 98 and 128 cm s-1, 
respectively. In 2018, velocities range from 65-100 cm s-1 over the point bar in B1 and are higher, 
ranging from 75-108 cm s-1, over the bar on B2. In the 2018 survey, within XS 4, at the bar head 
of B1, and XS 13 at the bar head of B2, flow diverges over the point bar top where some vectors 
are directed more downstream than outward. Flows converge downstream, but low velocities 
remain along the upper part of the bar. Lower velocities are also found along the outer banks in 





Figure 4.4. DAVs along the Pearl River study reach for 2017 and 2018. Arrows indicate 
direction of flow at each 2 m increment over the cross-section. Color and size of the arrow 





Figure 4.5. DAVs along the B1 and B2 in the Pearl River study reach for 2017 and 2018. Arrows 
indicate direction of flow at each 2 m increment over the cross-section. Color and size of the 
arrow indicate the magnitude of flow in cm s-1. Numbers indicate the cross-section. 
 DAVS indicate a similar pattern to B1 and B2 at the entrance of B3 (XS 19) and B4 (XS 
29) where the HVC is situated more toward the center of the channel in 2017 and is along the inner 
bank in 2018 (Figure 4.6). Velocity magnitudes are higher in both 2017 and 2018 surveys 
compared to B1 and B2. In 2017, the highest velocities occur downstream of the apex in XS 23 in 
B3 and in XS 33-35 in B4 with magnitudes of 115-120 cm s-1. Conversely, the highest velocities 
occur at the bend entrances of B3 and B4 in 2018 with velocities of 145-155 cm s-1. Lower 
velocities occur over the point bar in 2018, and along the outer bank in several cross-sections, 
especially in XS 31-38 along B4 in both surveys. Furthermore, in XS 33-36 in the 2018 survey, 
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the lowest velocities are found toward the center of the cross-section rather than the point bar top 
as a result of vegetation established along the bar. Flow direction is maintained through the cross-
section despite the vegetation, and flow does not diverge at the bar head on B4. However, 
divergence occurs on the bar head of B3 in XS 18-20 in 2018, and over the bar tail where channel 
width increases in XS 23-25 in 2017 and XS 25 in 2018.  
 
Figure 4.6. DAVs along the B3 and B4 in the Pearl River study reach for 2017 and 2018. Arrows 
indicate direction of flow at each 2 m increment over the cross-section. Color and size of the 




Along B5 and B6, 2017 DAVs show higher velocities are toward the channel center at XS 
41 and 43, and lower velocities are found along the outer bank (Figure 4.7). In XS 43, at the bar 
tail of B5, a zone of lower velocity (80 cm s-1) occurs approximately 10% inward from the right 
bank, similar to the cross-sections with vegetation in B4. A similar pattern is found in XS 43-44 
in the 2018 survey where velocity magnitudes are lower ranging 40-80 cm s-1. Flow over the bar 
in these cross-sections are seemingly disconnected from the HVC in the thalweg. Other zones of 
lower velocities occur at the entrance of B6 in XS 48-49 along the right bank in both surveys, and 
at the exit of B6 in XS 55. The zone of low flow at the entrance of B6 is smaller in 2018 than 2017. 
Flow diverges at both bar heads and converges downstream in the 2018 surveys, similar to the 
other bends in the reach. Additionally, flow diverges at XS 55 in 2017 and 2018 along the bar tail 
of B6 associated with a change in channel width, similar to B3. 
 
 
Figure 4.7. DAVs along the B5 and B6 in the Pearl River study reach for 2017 and 2018. Arrows 
indicate direction of flow at each 2 m increment over the cross-section. Color and size of the 




4.4.2. Wabash River Depth-Averaged Velocities 
DAVs along the Wabash reach show flow patterns similar to the 2018 Pearl reach where 
highest velocities are found along the inner bank at the bend entrance and are shifted outward as 
flow moves through the bend (Figure 4.8). At the upstream end of the reach, DAVs are relatively 
uniform through XS 135-141, but have a zone of lower velocity along the outer bank (Figure 4.9). 
In XS 147-151, velocities are lower over the point bar on Maier and extend toward the thalweg 
where the highest velocities (~145 cm s-1) occur adjacent to lower velocities (55-70 cm s-1) along 
the outer bank. Flow does not diverge over the bar head on Maier, but does converge in XS 153 
where the channel narrows upstream of the bedrock outcrop. Velocity magnitude increases to 175 
cm s-1 along the outer bank and a zone of recirculation forms below the outcrop in XS 155-157 
where velocities nearest to the bank are oriented upstream with magnitudes of 13-47 cm s-1, 
adjacent to downstream oriented velocities of 190 cm s-1. In IB1, downstream of the recirculation, 
higher velocities with a magnitude of 155 cm s-1 move toward the left bank in XS 161-163 before 
becoming more evenly distributed in XS 165-167, in IB2 (Figure 4.10). At the entrance to TB1, 
velocities of 174 cm s-1 occur along the inner bank before moving to the channel center in XS 175, 
and the outer bank at XS 177-179 near the bar tail. Velocities are less than 100 cm s-1 over the 
upper point bar, and a zone of much lower velocities (20 – 30 cm s-1) occur along the right bank 






Figure 4.8. Depth-averaged velocities (DAVs) collected in 2018 along the Wabash River study 
reach. Arrows indicate direction of flow at each 3 m increment over the cross-section. Numbers 





Figure 4.9. Depth-averaged velocities (DAVs) collected in 2018 along the Wabash River study 
reach. Arrows indicate direction of flow at each 3 m increment over the cross-section. Numbers 




Figure 4.10. Depth-averaged velocities (DAVs) collected in 2018 along the Wabash River study 
reach. Arrows indicate direction of flow at each 3 m increment over the cross-section. Numbers 
indicate the cross-section. 
 
Velocities of 155-170 cm s-1 occur along the inner bank at the entrance to TB2 before the 
HVC moves to the outer bank by XS 185 (Figure 4.11). The magnitude of the HVC is reduced in 
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XS 187, with a small zone of velocities less than 60 cm s-1 along the outer bank. Lower velocities 
(80-95 cm s-1) occur along the top of the point bar and are directed in the same orientation as 
vectors through the cross-section, indicating a lack of flow divergence at the bar head of TB2. 
Flow over the bar is directed outward over the bar tail, toward the thalweg in XS 187-189. 
Velocities along the inner (left) bank are reduced to less than 25 cm s-1, and vectors are oriented 
perpendicular to streamwise flow toward the thalweg, indicating a possible zone of recirculation 
in XS 191-193. In the same cross-sections, velocities are higher with magnitudes up to 177 cm s-1 
along the inner (right) bank at the entrance to TB3. Velocities are reduced as XS 195-199 widen 
over the bar, but the HVC maintains position along the outer bank with velocities of (115-130 cm 
s-1). Over the bar, the lowest velocities range from 4-25 cm s-1, where some vectors are oriented 
upstream in XS 198-199. Flow converges in XS 200-201 as the channel narrows downstream of 
the bar tail, and the HVC increases in magnitude (175 cm s-1) along the outer bank. Asymmetry is  
of the magnitude of flow velocity is maintained in XS 203, but the HVC shifts toward the channel 




Figure 4.11. Depth-averaged velocities (DAVs) collected in 2018 along the Wabash River study 
reach. Arrows indicate direction of flow at each 3 m increment over the cross-section. Numbers 
indicate the cross-section. 
 
4.4.3. Pearl River Cross-Sections  
Helical flow is developed within the channel thalweg, at the bend entrance, near the apex, 
in all bends along the Pearl (Figure 4.12). The 2018 surveys have more coherent helical flow 
structures than 2017, but B2 and B3 show strong development in both surveys.  B1, B3, B4, and 
B5 have an opposing cell of secondary circulation located along the upper part of the outer bank, 
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seen in both surveys, but more coherent in 2018. Lower streamwise velocities occur along the 
outer bank in B1, B4, B5, and B6, where the lower velocities (~20 cm s-1) extend into the thalweg 
in B6. Streamwise velocities are similarly lower along the inner bank, on the upper point bar, 
across all bends ranging 40-80 cm s-1. Furthermore, strong inward velocities along the channel bed 
dissipate just before a break in slope along the point bar at approximately one-third the channel 
width from the inner bank (shallower) in B1 and B4, and one-tenth in B5. 
Moving toward the center of the bend, streamwise velocities are relatively higher in the 
2017 surveys with a maximum of ~130 cm s-1 compared to a maximum of ~110 cm s-1 compared 
to the bend entrance cross-section (Figure 4.13). Conversely, relatively lower streamwise 
velocities occur in the 2018 surveys compared to the bend entrance cross-sections where maximum 
velocities are 155 and 145 cm s-1, respectively. Secondary circulation in 2017 maintains a coherent 
helical structure, especially in B3 and B6. The opposing outer bank cells of secondary circulation  
present in the upstream lines have dissipated into a smaller cell on B1 and B5, but the cell is only 
present in 2017 along B1 and in both 2017 and 2018 on B5. B2 has an opposing cell along the 
outer bank that lacks helical structure, but does prevent outward directed velocities along the water 
surface from reaching the outer bank in the 2017 and 2018 survey. Furthermore, the inward 
directed velocities on the channel bottom in the thalweg are the stronger than near-surface outward 
directed velocities throughout all bends. Zones of lower velocities (~40-70 cm s-1) are present 
along the outer bank in both surveys for B3, B4 and B5, and in the 2017 survey of B6. Similar to 
the upstream lines, lower velocities are present over the point bar tops in the 2018 surveys where 
inward directed velocities dissipate at the break in slope on the point bar. This is present throughout 






Figure 4.12. Cross-sections at the entrance of each bend, near the bend apex with 2017 surveys 
on the left and 2018 on the right. Color indicates streamwise velocity magnitude and arrows 




Figure 4.13. Cross-sections near the middle of each bend with 2017 surveys on the left and 2018 
on the right. Color indicates streamwise velocity magnitude and arrows indicates transverse 
velocity direction and magnitude. 
In the downstream bend exit lines, just upstream of the bend inflection points, coherent 
helical structure breaks down in most cross-sections (Figure 4.14). Because these cross-sections 
occur downstream of the majority of the point bar, the cross-sectional profiles are similar between 
the 2017 and 2018 surveys, where the 2018 survey has more wetted-area as depth increased 
compared to 2017. Opposing outer bank cells of secondary circulation are present in both surveys 
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along B1, and in the 2018 surveys of B3 and B6. Opposing cells of secondary circulation also 
occur within the 2017 B4 survey with a secondary cell along the inner bank with clockwise 
circulation adjacent to a cell with counter-clockwise circulation. This pattern does not appear to 
be present in the 2018 survey, where strong helicity is also not present. In the 2017 survey of B5, 
flows are directed inward at the water surface over the point bar top, and outward at the break in 
slope approximately one-fifth channel width away from the right bank. This pattern is similarly 
not present in the 2018 survey. In the 2017 B6 survey, transverse vectors on the right bank are 
directed inward, whereas vectors are directed outward approximately 10 m from the right bank, 
but these opposing flows are not present in 2018. Zones of lower velocities are present along the 
outer bank on B1 in 2017, and in both surveys along B3, B4, and B6. B2, has a distinct shear layer 
apparent in the streamwise velocity in 2018 that is not apparent in 2017. However, opposing 




Figure 4.14. Cross-sections near the bend exit of each bend with 2017 surveys on the left and 
2018 on the right. Color indicates streamwise velocity magnitude and arrows indicates transverse 
velocity direction and magnitude. 
4.4.4. Wabash River Cross-Sections 
 At the top of the reach along Maier bend, multiple small helical cells are present in the 
bend entrance cross-section, with streamwise velocities exceeding 160 cm s-1 that span the cross-
section (Figure 4.15). Lower velocities near 90-100 cm s-1 occur along the left and right banks of 
the cross-section. At the apex, several smaller helical cells are developed across the cross-section, 
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and velocities of ~140 cm s-1 are concentrated along the outer bank, whereas velocities of 85-115 
cm s-1 occur through the majority of the cross-section. A small opposing cell of secondary 
circulation occurs along the upper part of the outer bank where streamwise velocities are lower 
compared to adjacent velocities. At the downstream end of Maier, the bedrock outcrop occurs 
along the right bank of the cross-section where high streamwise velocities of ~170 cm s-1 are 
concentrated. A larger center of secondary circulation occurs 100 m from the right bank, but 
multiple cells are present. Inward directed velocities dissipate at the break in slope along the upper 
part of the bar, 50 m from the left bank, where coherent structure is lacking, and streamwise 
velocities are ~80 cm s-1.  
Beyond the bedrock confinement and zone of recirculation, secondary circulation breaks 
down. Over the bar in IB1, the HVC is confined to the shallow channel thalweg, but streamwise 
velocities of 140-150 cm s-1 occur through the cross-section (Figure 4.15, XS 161). Weak 
secondary circulation is present, but near-surface transverse vectors are directed toward the inner 
bank, and near-bed vectors are directed toward the outer bank, opposite of circulation in other 
bends. Over the bar in IB2, the position of the HVC is less defined, but maximum streamwise 
velocities of ~170 cm s-1 occur in the thalweg. Higher velocities occur through the cross-section, 
similar to IB1, but a zone of velocities less than 100 cm s-1 occur along the left bank. Two weak 
cells of secondary circulation occur within the thalweg and circulation is consistent with other 





Figure 4.15. Cross-sections at the entrance, middle, and exit of Maier, and the middle of IB1 and IB2 on the Wabash reach. Color 
indicates streamwise velocity magnitude and arrows indicates transverse velocity direction and magnitude. 
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In the bend entrance cross-sections of TB1 – TB3, a zone of low streamwise velocity occurs 
along the outer banks where TB1 and TB2 have opposing cells of secondary circulation seen in 
the transverse velocity vectors (Figure 4.16). Multiple helical cells are present throughout the 
cross-sections and strongest transverse velocities are associated with the HVC, located along the 
inner bank. In the cross-sections located toward the middle of the bend, the point bar creates 
asymmetry in velocity distribution where higher streamwise velocities are found along the outer 
bank, and lower along the inner. Multiple helical cells are developed within the channel thalweg, 
but structure is lost toward the inner bank where depth is reduced over the point bar. Streamwise 
velocities are lower than in the upstream cross-sections, reaching a maximum of ~160 cm s-1 in 
TB2 compared to ~200 cm s-1 in XS 181 (TB2) and 193 (TB3). Lower streamwise velocities occur 
along the upper point bars where inward directed transverse velocities near the channel bed 
dissipate at the break in slope, especially in TB2 and TB3 at approximately 150 m from the left 
bank of TB2 and 100 m from the right bank in TB3. In the downstream cross-sections, streamwise 
velocities approach 200 cm s-1 and are concentrated toward the outer bank, adjacent to much lower 
velocities, approaching 0 cm s-1, along the inner bank. Opposing cells of secondary circulation 
occur within the low velocity zones along the inner banks of TB1, TB2, and TB3, and along the 
outer bank in TB2 (XS 191) and TB3 (XS 201) where strong inward directed velocities occur 






Figure 4.16. Cross-sections at the entrance, middle, and exit of each bend along TB1, TB2, and TB3 on the Wabash reach. Color 
indicates streamwise velocity magnitude and arrows indicates transverse velocity direction and magnitude. 
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4.4.5. Position of HVC 
Comparing the 2017 and 2018 HVC position to local channel curvature indicates a strong 
relationship with correlation coefficients of 0.68 for 2017 and 0.85 for 2018 with a lag of 100 m 
and 300 m, respectively (Figure 4.17). 2018 HVC positions are generally further from the 
centerline compared to 2017, especially in B2. In both surveys, a systematic shift of the HVC 
toward the channel centerline occurs before shifting back toward the outer bank. In B2, the shift 
occurs at the same cross-section (XS 17) between 2017 and 2018, whereas in B1, the shift occurs 
in XS 9 in 2017 and XS 11 in 2018. In B5 and B6, the cross section where the HVC moves toward 
the centerline in 2017 is the cross-section where the HVC is closest to the outer bank in 2018 (XS 
45 in B5 and XS 53 in B6). The shifts of the HVC toward the channel center relate to the position 
of a second curvature maximum in each bend. 
 
Figure 4.17. Channel curvature related to position of the HVC along the Pearl in 2017 and 2018, 
and the Wabash in 2018. 
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 The relationship between curvature and HVC position on the Wabash is less than the Pearl 
with a correlation coefficient of 0.79, and a larger lag of 900 m (Figure 4.17). The lag is noticeable 
in TB1, TB2, and TB3, but is not apparent on Maier, and is out of phase in IB1 and IB2. The 
position of the HVC remains close to the outer bank throughout Maier before shifting toward the 
centerline beyond the bedrock confinement at 3.7 km. The shift of the HVC toward the outer bank 
associated with IB1 occurs over the bar of IB2, and the shift of the HVC associated with IB2 occurs 
at the downstream inflection of IB2. A shift in the HVC position toward the center of the channel, 
similar to the Pearl, is apparent in TB2 at XS 187, and may be associated with the second curvature 
maximum on TB2 near 8 km.  
Comparing centerline channel bed elevation to the position of the HVC along the Pearl 
yields correlation coefficients of 0.64 in 2017 and 0.71 in 2018 with no apparent lag (Figure 4.18). 
A visual lag is apparent in B1 and B2 when comparing the peaks between the series, but HVC 
position shifts outward as bed elevation rises in B3 – B6. Additionally, dips in HVC position 
toward the centerline are associated with inconsistent bed elevations, especially on the downstream 
tail of the bars near 1, 2.7, 4.9, and 5.7 km.  The correlation coefficient on the Wabash is lower at 
0.61 where bed elevation lags behind HVC by 300 m. The lag is inconsistent through the reach, 
similar to curvature, where it is only apparent on TB1, TB2, and TB3. The movement of the HVC 
toward the channel centerline in XS 187 on TB2 is associated with an abrupt change in bed 




Figure 4.18. Centerline longitudinal bed elevation related to position of the HVC along the Pearl 
in 2017 and 2018, and the Wabash in 2018. 
 
4.5. Discussion  
4.5.1. Position of HVC and Meander Planform  
Although the DAVs indicate the highest velocities generally occur along the inner bank for 
all bends in the study in 2018, the location where the HVC impinges along the outer bank varies 
based on curvature and meander planform. Along the Pearl, the bends are mostly skewed upstream 
and are asymmetric, where the apex occurs at the bar head, and TB3, along the Wabash, is 
similarly upstream-skewed and asymmetric. Analysis of the location of the HVC along these bends 
confirm the findings of previous laboratory experiments that documented the location of HVC 
impingent on the outer bank occurs downstream of the apex and is associated with a bar that has 
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an elongated tail (Abad and Garcia, 2009a; 2009b). The same experiments explained that the HVC 
will impinge along the outer bank near the bend entrance in a downstream-skewed bend, and 
deposit a bar along the entirety of the bend. Although Maier has previously been documented as 
an elongate bend (Konsoer et al., 2016a), the meander has become more asymmetrically 
downstream skewed as a result of the bedrock outcrop forcing the expansion of the bend. In Maier, 
the HVC is positioned along the outer bank through the majority of the bend, thus confirming 
previous findings (Abad and Garcia, 2009a; 2009b) (Figure 4.17).    
Most bends along the Pearl, as well as Maier and TB2 along the Wabash, have a second 
maximum of curvature indicating the bends are moving toward a compound meander 
planform. Secondary circulation is well developed in both lobes along the Pearl, and less 
developed on the Wabash bends. In a compound meander, secondary circulation may break 
down between lobes as a result of a local curvature minimum between lobes of curvature 
maximum. However, a breakdown of secondary circulation is not occurring along any bends in 
either reach. The distance between lobes may be too short, and curvature may be too high to 
promote breakdown of secondary circulation in these reaches. Instead, the increase in curvature 
along the Pearl promotes the development of a counter-rotating secondary outer bank cell in 
between the curvature maximums that buffers the outer bank and pushes the HVC toward the 
channel center, similar to processes documented in sharp bends (Blanckaert, 2011; Blanckaert et 
al., 2013) (Figure 4.17). Likewise, a shear layer occurs along TB2 in XS 187 where the HVC 
moves toward the channel center, near the second curvature maximum along the bend (Figure 4.11 
and 4.17). Along Maier, the apex is downstream of the second, smaller, curvature maximum, 
but the HVC does not shift inward between curvature maximums (Figure 4.17).   
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Overall, secondary circulation is more defined in the Pearl reach than the Wabash. A single 
cell of secondary circulation is present within the thalweg of the Pearl throughout the majority 
of the reach, whereas a similarly developed cell only occurs along the outer bank near the bedrock 
confinement and along TB3 where curvature is highest in the Wabash reach. The other bends 
within the reach display weak (IB1, IB2, and TB1) or multiple secondary flow structures (Maier 
and TB2). The Wabash reach has lower curvature overall and a larger width-depth (W/D) ratio of 
81 compared to the Pearl with a ratio of 46 and higher curvature. Weak and undeveloped secondary 
circulation has been documented in rivers with larger W/D ratios, thus the Wabash reach may have 
a high a W/D ratio that impedes the occurrence of strong development (Termini and Piraino, 2011; 
Kasvi et al., 2013).   
Changes in width occur in both reaches and are responsible for areas of flow convergence 
and divergence, determined from the DAVs (Figure 4.4 and 4.8). A major difference between the 
Wabash and Pearl reaches are the zones of low flow velocities and recirculation, specifically along 
the bar tail of TB1 (Figure 4.10, XS 179) and TB2 (Figure 4.11, XS 191). Counter point bars occur 
along the concave bank downstream of the bar tails where width quickly increases by ~40 m, and 
subsequently decreases less than 300 m downstream (Figure 4.19). Abrupt changes in width have 
been associated with flow separation and zones of flow   stagnation that enhance the deposition of 
fine material, thus forming and maintaining the counter point bar (Ferguson et al., 2003; Parsons, 
2003; Smith et al., 2009). The abrupt change in width and the counter point bar of TB1 occur at 
the apex of TB2, and the counter point bar associated with TB2 occurs 300 m upstream of the apex 
of TB3 (Figure 4.19). The change in width on the Wabash aligns with the second curvature maxima 
in TB2 and an increase in bed elevation (Figure 4.18). Here, the HVC moves outward, likely as a 
result of flow stagnation over the counter point bar deposit, just downstream of the second lobe of 
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curvature. However, a second maxima of curvature and subsequent pushing of the HVC toward 
the channel center is not apparent on TB1 despite the presence flow stagnation or recirculation 
over the counter point bar.  
 
Figure 4.19. Bankfull channel width and along the Pearl and Wabash rivers where areas of 
abrupt increases in width are indicated with a red arrow. 
 
A similar abrupt change in width occurs along the tail of B1, B3, and B6 on the Pearl that 
aligns with the increase in bed elevation on some bars along the Pearl reach (Figure 4.18 and 4.19). 
Similar to TB2, the bed elevation increase is associated with the second curvature maximum and 
a change in position of the HVC toward the outer bank on B1, B3, and B6. However, unlike TB2, 
the bar tails along the Pearl are extended, but none extend into the downstream concave bank like 
the counter point bars along TB1 and TB2 on the Wabash. The widening of the channel occurs 
over a longer reach, and more importantly, curvature is near zero; opposite of the Wabash. Flow 
separation does not occur in these reaches, but flow diverges as width increases especially in B3 
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(Figure 4.6, XS 25) and B6 (Figure 4.7, XS 54). Furthermore, B3 has lower velocities along the 
right bank and a counter-rotating cell of secondary circulation (Figure 4.14, XS 27) associated 
with a bar tail that extends beyond the downstream inflection point. A zone of low velocity occurs 
along the right bank, at the downstream end of B5 and the apex of B6 (Figure 4.12, XS 49), but 
the area does not have a counter point bar or extended bar tail associated with it.   
Flow stagnation and recirculation similarly occur along TB3, but occur along the mid-bar 
toward the bar tail, where curvature is lower beyond the apex (Figure 4.11). Previous work 
demonstrates that flow will separate along the inner bank of a sharp bend as a result of a decrease 
in curvature beyond the bend apex (Blanckaert, 2011), confirming findings along TB3. However, 
TB3 has a detached bar tail, unlike other bends in either reach, that is likely enhancing the zone of 
recirculation. The detached tail is a result of deposition along the mid-channel in response to rapid 
channel widening through outer bank erosion. As the W/D ratio increases, energy dissipates, and 
deposition occurs. Deposition in the mid-channel likely caused the bar to detach, creating a back 
water or return channel at high enough discharge, maintaining the detachment. The detached tail 
is similar to separation and/or reattachment bars that occur downstream of confinement, and are 
often associated with a return channel that enhances recirculation over the bar (Rubin et al., 1990; 
Schmidt and Graf, 1990). Flow may initially separate at the bar head of TB3 because of the abrupt 
decrease in curvature beyond the apex, but deposition of the bar and the widened channel likely 
enhance flow recirculation. 
  Another characteristic associated with zones of recirculation are bilinear transverse bar 
profiles with near-horizontal bar tops (Rubin et al., 1990; Schmidt and Graf, 1990; Blanckaert, 
2009; Blanckaert et al., 2013). Despite this association, near-horizontal bar tops and bilinear 
transverse bar profiles occur in locations not associated with zones of flow recirculation. TB2 and 
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all bars within in the Pearl reach have some bilinearity, but do not indicate distinct flow 
recirculation like TB3. The DAVs along the Pearl indicate some flow divergence and possible 
separation associated with shoaling flow over the bar head (Figure 4.4). However, zones of 
recirculation over the mid-bar are likely not apparent because the decrease in curvature through 
the bend is not sufficient (Blanckaert, 2011). Although recirculation was documented over near-
horizontal profiles in a laboratory setting, the profiles were maintained by distinct transverse flow 
patterns where velocities were directed outward over the near-horizontal bar top and inward along 
the channel bed on the bar slope (Blanckaert, 2009; Blanckaert et al., 2013). Observations in 
the Rozovskii frame of reference confirm that inward and outward directed velocities meet near 
the break in slope, seen in the mid-bar profiles that show bilinearity in the Pearl (Figure 4.13, 2018 
XS’s) and Wabash (Figure 4.16, XS 185 & 197). The magnitude of transverse flow 
velocities is much lower over the bar top and the near-bed vectors dissipate in magnitude at the 
break in slope compared to the inward directed near-bed vectors along the bar slope. The difference 
in magnitude highlights the disconnect between the flow along the bar top versus the bar slope in 
these locations. Furthermore, a disconnect in streamwise velocities occurs near the break in slope 
where velocity over the bar tops are much lower relative to the rest of the cross-section, especially 
in XS 33, 43, and 51 (Figure 4.14) along the Pearl.  
When plotting the cross-sections using a cross-stream frame of reference, strong outward 
directed velocities occur over the near-horizontal bar top and are met with strong inward 
velocities near the channel bed in XS 8 along the Pearl River (Figure 4.20). Along TB3, outward 
directed velocities extend toward the channel thalweg, whereas strong inward directed velocities 
dissipate at the break in slope that is much lower in the channel compared to the other cross-
sections (Figure 4.21). The extent of the near-horizontal bar top and flow 
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depth appears to influence the magnitude of the velocities. XS 185 (TB2) has less developed 
outward directed flow compared to the Pearl bends or TB3, where depth is ~2.5 m compared to < 
1 m on the Pearl and TB3 bar tops. Additionally, the bilinear profile on B2 is less distinct, and 
thus, inward and outward directed flow meet along the sloping bar top where a more distinct break 
in slope may develop in the future. Higher curvature and a lower W/D ratio also appear to increase 
the magnitude of transverse velocities where velocity exceeds 50 cm s-1 in B2 along the Pearl with 
curvature of 0.002 m-1 compared to maximum transverse velocities of ~30 cm s-1 along TB3 where 
curvature is much less at 0.00063 m-1. Finding are consistent with previous work that determines 
the strength of secondary circulation (i.e. inward and outward transverse velocities) is stronger 
when curvature is higher and W/D ratios are lower (Termini and Piraino, 2011). The magnitude 
and patterns of flow associated with bilinear profiles were captured at a single discharge and depth 
over the point bar tops, and may change with increasing or decreasing depth over the bar (Kasvi 
et al., 2013).   
  
Figure 4.20. Example bilinear cross-sections from the Pearl River in the cross-stream frame of 
reference, where streamwise velocity is show by the color scale, and transverse velocities are 





Figure 4.21. Example bilinear cross-sections from the Wabash River in the cross-stream frame of 
reference, where streamwise velocity is show by the color scale, and transverse velocities are 
show with the arrow. 
 
4.5.2. Influence of the Point Bar along the Pearl 
Wetted channel width was lower during the 2017 survey on the Pearl compared to the 2018 
survey as a result of increased stage and submerged point bars. Curvature was maintained between 
surveys, but width changed, and thus, Rc/B values are higher for 2017 and lower for 2018. 
Analysis of the position of the HVC confirms previous research where along most bends, 
the lower Rc/B (in 2018) delays the shift of the HVC toward the outer bank, resulting in 
impingement of the HVC further downstream compared to a higher Rc/B (in 2017) (Hooke, 1975; 
Dietrich and Smith, 1983; Kasvi et al., 2013) (Figure 4.17). The delay is a result of the influence 
of the point bar topographically steering the flow. The bar has less influence at a lower stage, thus 
flow impinges further upstream, typically in a path tangential from the upstream inner bank to the 
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outer bank (Termini, 2009). When the point bar is fully submerged, impingement of the HVC 
along the outer bank is delayed as a result of topographic steering (Dietrich and Smith, 1983; Kasvi 
et al., 2013; Konsoer et al., 2016a).   
Bar morphology will also affect the magnitude of topographic steering. Most bars along 
the Pearl have a steep slope along the bar head that promotes outward directed flows, confirmed 
by the alignment of the centerline bed elevation and position of the HVC (Figure 4.18). B4 has the 
most gradual slope, and the HVC is consistently positioned near the channel centerline throughout 
the bend. Conversely, B6 has the steepest slope along the bar head and pushes the 2017 and 
2018 HVC nearest to the outer bank compared to the rest of the reach. In addition to the steep 
slope on B6, a tributary is located near XS 49, just upstream of the bar head on B6. Although the 
magnitude of the tributary input is unknown, the extra discharge likely maintains the scour pool 
along the right bank and enhances the zone of low velocity seen in XS 49 (Figure 4.12). The extent 
of lower velocities in XS 49 is much larger in 2017 compared to 2018, thus the right bank is 
buffered and forces the impingement of the HVC further downstream in 2017 compared to 2018, 
atypical compared to bends in the reach.  
In addition to the location of impingement differing between stage, the strength of 
the secondary circulation is generally stronger when stage is higher and Rc/B is lower, which is 
consistent with previous findings (Hooke, 1975; Kasvi et al., 2013; Engel and Rhoads, 2016) (i.e., 
Figure 4.13). However, the addition of 1.4 m of depth over the point bar tops in the 2018 survey 
minimally affected the magnitude and strength of the secondary circulation compared to 2017. The 
relative difference in discharge between events was likely not significant enough, thus secondary 
circulation was well-developed in both surveys. The addition of flow over the bar tops in 2018 
added minimal cross-sectional area because of the morphology of the bars (i.e., near-horizontal 
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bar tops), and thus flow structure was maintained within the thalweg during both surveys. 
Furthermore, investigating transverse flow associated with bilinear profiles confirms the 
disconnect between flow within the channel thalweg and flow over the bars.  
To further understand the relationship of the point bar and river stage, several surveys should 
be conducted during lower discharge events to determine if secondary circulation breaks down at 
a certain discharge. Additionally, a second survey should also capture a higher discharge event to 
determine if distinct flow separation and recirculation occur over the bar tops, or if the topographic 
steering effects of the bar are reduced, and if so, determine the influence on secondary circulation.   
4.6. Conclusion 
Flow structures were compared on two consecutive reaches of two separate rivers to 
understand the relationship between local curvature and flow structure. Detailed field-
measurements provided DAVs and cross-sectional views of flow within both reaches. Overall, 
when the point bars are submerged, maximum velocities occur along the inner bank at the bend 
entrances in both rivers. In 2017, when the point bar is more exposed, the highest velocities 
occur closer to the location of impingement, downstream of the apex. Detailed cross-sectional 
view of three-dimensional flow structure reveal that secondary circulation is stronger and more 
coherent in the Pearl reaches during both surveys compared to the Wabash where multiple, 
weaker, cells are present. A lower W/D ratio and higher curvature within the Pearl reach work to 
maintain strong secondary circulation, whereas a larger W/D ratio and lower curvature prevent 
the formation of a strong individual cell within the reach.  Additionally, the Wabash reach shows 
a disconnect between the position of the HVC and channel curvature as a result of the bedrock 
confinement. Downstream of the confinement, flow is out of phase with curvature where near-
bed vectors are directed down-slope along the bar on IB1, opposite of all other bends within the 
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study. Findings also confirm that bilinear transverse profiles are associated with a meeting of 
opposing flow directions near the bed. However, this work failed to confirm the presence of flow 
recirculation associated with near-horizontal profiles, except along TB3 where a detached bar tail 
is likely maintaining recirculation. Finally, counter point bars and areas of flow stagnation occur 
along the Wabash where abrupt changes in channel with and a local change in curvature occur. 
Similar channel widening occurs along bar tails on the Pearl, but the bar tails extend along the 
inner convex bank rather than the downstream concave bank. Curvature is close to zero in the 
locations along the Pearl compared to the Wabash where both counter point bars occur close to 




Chapter 5. The Relationship of Channel Planform and Point Bar Architecture 
on Meandering Rivers 
5.1. Introduction 
Meandering rivers are abundant across Earth, recognized by a distinct sinuous planform 
with a depositional point bar located along the inner, convex bank. Meandering rivers migrate 
across the floodplain through varying modes of migration and at different rates, which directly 
affect the transport of sediment, and thus, patterns of erosion and deposition through the channel 
(Daniel, 1971; Brice, 1974; Jackson, 1976a; Willis, 1989; Frothingham and Rhoads, 2003; Willis 
and Tang, 2010). Point bars grow through deposition of sediment in packages that reflect the 
channel and hydrologic conditions at the time of deposition, and thus, interpreting sediment 
packages associated with the internal architecture of point bars can reveal the evolution of the 
channel planform migration (Willis, 1989; Willis and Tang, 2010; Słowik, 2011, 2014; Ghinassi 
and Ielpi, 2015; Ghinassi et al., 2016; Hagstrom et al., 2019). Furthermore, investigating the 
preservation potential of the sediment packages that make up the internal architecture as a meander 
bend evolves over a short (< 10 year) timeframe is essential to gain a more complete understanding 
of the full depositional packages within point bars in both the modern and ancient record. 
The morphology of meandering rivers and the formation of the point bars are moderated 
by the three-dimensional flow structure that develops within curved channel channels, 
characterized by helical motion where near-surface velocities are directed toward the concave 
outer bank, and near-bed velocities are directed inward, toward the convex bank (Dietrich, 1987). 
The helical pattern of flow transports sediment from the channel thalweg up the point bar slope, 
depositing coarser sediment lower on the bar, and finer sediment higher on the bar (Leopold and 
Wolman, 1960; Dietrich, 1987). The depositional pattern repeats with variations in channel 
discharge, and is recorded within the bar as lateral accretion packages of low angel cross-stratified 
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bed sets associated with migrating dunes and ripples (Allen, 1970; Walker and Cant, 1984; Smith, 
1987). 
The presence of cross-stratification in lateral accretion packages and a general fining up 
sequence of grain size are confirmed in observations of outcrops and cores of ancient point bar 
deposits (e.g., Smith, 1985, 1987; Smith, 1988; Labrecque et al., 2011; Nardin et al., 2013; 
Bhattacharyya et al., 2015), as well as trenches and sediment cores taken along modern point bars 
(e.g., Bridge and Jarvis, 1976; Jackson, 1976a; Fielding et al., 1999; Bridge and Tye, 2000). The 
development of geophysical techniques, including seismic and ground penetrating radar (GPR) 
have led to the acquisition of large subsurface datasets that reveal the heterogeneity of the internal 
architecture of point bars (Wooldridge and Hickin, 2005; Hickin et al., 2009; Hubbard et al., 2011; 
Durkin et al., 2015; Mermillod-Blondin et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2015; Durkin et al., 2017; Hagstrom 
et al., 2019). Investigation of these datasets reveal discordant surfaces associated with intra-bar 
rotation (Durkin et al., 2015; Ghinassi and Ielpi, 2015) and surfaces that reflect changes to the 
point bar morphology as the channel responded to variations in flow, channel planform, and 
curvature (e.g., Hickin, 1974; Bridges and Leeder, 1976; Elliott, 1976; Fielding et al., 2018). Some 
numerical models suggest accretion packages are continuous in width, thickness, and length within 
the bar (Willis, 1989; Willis and Tang, 2010), but analysis of field data reveal the discontinuity of 
some accretion packages (Durkin et al., 2017; Hagstrom et al., 2019). Variations in channel 
planform, sediment supply, or local curvature affect the formation of the point bar, and thus, 
accretion packages have potential to record these processes (Hagstrom et al., 2019; Herbert et al., 
2019). For example, a local increase in deposition will create a locally thicker deposit (Nanson and 
Page, 1983), whereas a decrease in sediment supply will create corresponding thinner accretion 
package (Díaz-Molina et al., 1993).  
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Changes in the mode of migration will also change the depositional patterns within in the 
point bar (Brice, 1974; Jackson, 1976a; Willis, 1989; Ghinassi et al., 2016; Hagstrom et al., 2019). 
Typically in sandy meandering rivers, sand deposits dominate the upstream to middle portion of 
the point bar (relative to the bend apex), whereas finer material dominates toward the bar tail 
(Bluck, 1971; Hooke, 1975; Leeder and Bridges, 1975; Jackson, 1976a; Bridge et al., 1995; Smith 
et al., 2009). However, the distribution of these patterns of sediment deposition is directly affected 
by patters of flow within a bend and the current planform of the bend (Jackson, 1976a). The 
preservation potential of depositional patterns is also dependent on mode or migration. For 
example, a down-valley translating bend will erode the upstream deposits and preferentially 
preserve downstream finer-grained deposits and scroll features (Jackson, 1976a; Smith et al., 2009; 
Willis and Tang, 2010; Ghinassi and Ielpi, 2015; Ghinassi et al., 2016), whereas an extending bend 
will have accretion packages that are wider at the apex and truncated along the bar head and tail 
(Jackson, 1976a; Hagstrom et al., 2019).  
Although it has become more feasible to image the internal structure of point bars, few 
comparisons have been made between bends with different channel planforms and modes of 
migration on a modern point bar (e.g., Jackson, 1976a; Bridge et al., 1995; Fielding et al., 1999; 
Słowik, 2014; Hagstrom et al., 2019). Studies of bars along modern rivers have focused on a single 
meander bend (Bridge et al., 1995; Lejzerowicz and Kowalczyk, 2016) or bars within braided 
rivers (Best et al., 2003; Sambrook Smith et al., 2006; Reesink and Bridge, 2007; Sambrook Smith 
et al., 2009; Parker et al., 2013; Sambrook Smith et al., 2013; Reesink et al., 2014; Sambrook 
Smith et al., 2016). Furthermore, investigations of these bars are limited in temporal resolution 
because although modern bars are dynamic, GPR is capturing a static snapshot of sediments within 
the bar (Parker et al., 2013). Though the distribution of facies and accretion packages can be related 
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to the channel planform, the problem of preservation potential of the bars is not addressed (Miall, 
2006).   
Developments in remote sensing techniques such as lidar and structure-from-motion (SfM) 
can produce high-resolution digital elevation models (DEMs) of point bars to highlight patterns of 
erosion and deposition (Kasvi et al., 2013; Lotsari et al., 2014). However, few comparisons have 
been made between changes in surficial bar morphology and the internal architecture (Parker et 
al., 2013). Comparisons have been made before and after a flood event using repeat geophysical 
surveys and documented morphologic changes along the bar, but are still limited to a single event 
(Fielding et al., 1999; Sambrook Smith et al., 2010). Analysis of preservation potential through a 
multi-year campaign allowed for multiple flood events to rework sediments to further address the 
issue of preservation potential. Repeat geophysical surveys were conducted along bars in a braided 
river and compared to high-resolution DEMs that documented surficial patterns of erosion and 
deposition (Parker et al., 2013). However, a similar comparison has yet to be performed on modern 
point bars of meandering rivers.  
Thus, the purpose of this study is to compare six and seven-year DEM of differences 
(DoDs) to GPR profiles collected along three point bars experiencing different modes of migration 
in a well-documented reach of the Wabash River near Grayville, Illinois (Jackson, 1976a; Konsoer 
et al., 2016a; Konsoer et al., 2016b; Konsoer et al., 2017). Recent changes in point bar morphology 
are quantified by differencing high-resolution DEMs from 2011 and 2017/2018. A combination of 
aerial lidar, terrestrial lidar, topographic surveys using Real Time Kinematic-Global Navigation 
Satellite System (RTK-GNSS), and SfM are used to create the DEMs for analysis of the point bars. 
Surficial elevation profiles from the 2011 DEM are overlain onto select GPR lines to visualize the 
reworking of sediments in the analyzed time period. Results from each bar are analyzed and 
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compared to determine patterns between depositional facies and mode of migration as well as 
preservation potential of sediments within the bar. Finally, GPR lines along the Wabash are 
compared to the two meanders along the Pearl River, where GPR surveys were conducted in a 
similar manner, and facies are mapped. 
5.2. Study Area 
Maier, TB2, and TB3 are point bars associated with meanders along the Wabash River near 
Grayville, Illinois (Figure 5.1). The river is a mixed bedrock-alluvial system with bankfull widths 
ranging 225-250 m and depths ranging 5-8 m. Maier is an elongated bend that is expanding into 
the floodplain at 4.02 m yr-1 (Table 3.1) and is limited in down-valley translation because of a 
bedrock outcrop along the outer bank. The point bar on Maier expands across most of the inner 
bank of the bend. TB2 is translating and rotating downstream at a rate of 2.88 m yr-1, where the 
bar occurs downstream of the apex, and has a counter point bar along the concave bank beyond 
the point bar tail. TB3 is migrating through a mix of rotation and expansion at rates of 
approximately 3.25 m yr-1. The point bar on TB3 is wrapped downstream of the bend apex and the 
bar tail is detached from the inner bank. Medium gravel dominates the upstream ends of the point 




Figure 5.1. Maier, TB2, and TB3 along the Wabash River where TB2 is approximately 6 m 
downstream of Maier. The point bars of focus are highlighted in red where lighter red is higher 
elevation, and darker red is lower elevation. 
 Two meanders along the Pearl River, 12 mi upstream of Bogalusa, Louisiana are used to 
determine if facies found along the Wabash River occur in other rivers of similar planform (Figure 
5.2). The Pearl River reach includes B5 and B6 where bankfull widths average 110-200 m, and 
bankfull depth averages 3-5 m. The reach is higher in curvature compared to the Wabash, but have 
similar rates of migration where B5 migrates 3.4 m yr-1, and B6 migrates 2.17 m yr-1. The bars 
along these bends occur downstream of the bend apex, wrapping around the bend, and have 
extended bar tails that extend beyond the downstream inflection of the bend. Medium to coarse 





Figure 5.2. B5 and B6 along the Pearl River where the point bars are highlighted in red. Lighter 
red is higher elevation and lower red is lower elevation. 
5.3. Methods 
5.3.1. Ground Penetrating Radar 
 
GPR was collected along each bar in the Wabash and Pearl reaches to capture the 
subsurface. Data were collected by pulling a PulseEkko Pro SmartCart GPR unit, with 100 MHz 
antennae, along predetermined transects perpendicular to the river centerline at approximately a 
200 – 300 m spacing, and three longitudinal transects parallel to stream flow for the length of the 
bar. Each GPR line was surveyed with an RTK-GNSS to properly align the topography and 
position. GPR data from each transect were post-processed using Ekko Project V5 where dewow 
and bandpass filters along with deconvolution and migration were applied to each line to better 
visualize reflectors for interpretation. Depth of penetration was calculated using an assumed 
velocity of 0.055 m ns-1 to get an average depth of penetration of 2-3 m (Woodward et al., 2003; 
Robinson et al., 2013). Based on the frequency of the antennae (100 MHz), minimum vertical 
resolution of the data is approximately 30 cm, thus features smaller than 30 cm are undetectable 
in the GPR images (Robinson et al., 2013).  
To understand how sediment is deposited within each bar, facies were manually mapped 
in GPR lines representative of the upstream, middle, and downstream portion of the bar using 
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interpretations based on facies models from previous studies (Wooldridge and Hickin, 2005; 
Parker et al., 2013; Reesink et al., 2014) (Figure 5.3). All facies identification and mapping are 
assumptions based on GPR images, as there were no in situ sediment cores collected to verify GPR 
lines. Facies 1 includes a majority of vertically stacked and laterally continuous reflectors, where 
the dip angle is usually less than 6° (Reesink et al., 2014). Facies 1 occurs typically occurs within 
shallow environments such as the bar top. Facies 2 includes a majority of laterally discontinuous 
and undulating reflectors. Facies 2 is interpreted as preserved dunes and ripples migrating across 
the bar slope. The dip angle can exceed 6°, but is typically less. Facies 3 represents a ridge feature 
that is distinguishable by a group of convex reflectors. Facies 4, a scour feature identified by a 
concave reflector boundary where reflectors bounded by the concave feature have varying dip 
angles. The concave reflector is an indication of an erosional channel that has been filled in by 
subsequent deposition. When coupled, facies 3 and 4 can be interpreted as preserved scroll bars 
representing the characteristic ridge and swale patterns (Fielding et al., 1999). 
 
 




5.3.2. Planform Evolution 
The Wabash reach had available high-resolution datasets to characterize the bars in 2011, 
whereas the Pearl reach did not. Thus, the bars along the Wabash receive an in-depth analysis of 
the relationship between changes in surface point bar morphology and subsurface architecture. To 
gain a high-resolution perspective of how planform evolution affected the point bars, digital 
elevation models (DEM) of difference (DoD) were constructed by differencing DEMs from 2011 
and 2018 on Maier and TB2, and from 2011 to 2017 on TB3. DEMs for the 2011 point bar surfaces 
were derived from an aerial lidar survey at 1 m resolution, and were clipped to the extent of the 
exposed point bar. The aerial lidar survey was conducted when river stage was at 3.5 m with a 
discharge of 1048 m3 s-1 at the USGS gauging station (USGS 03377500) near Mt. Carmel, IL The 
2018 DEM for the point bars on Maier and TB2 were derived through SfM using a small unmanned 
aerial system (sUAS) that captured photographs over the point bars in 2018 when stage was 1.4 m 
and discharge was 326 m3 s-1. The sUAS used was a Phantom 4 quadcopter that flew a pre-
determined flight plan, prepared and implemented using Litchi and DJIFlightPlanner. The sUAS 
flew at an altitude of 22 m, ground speed of 15 km hr-1, and collected photographs at 2 Hz allowed 
to obtain approximately 65% overlap in each photo. Fifteen targets were distributed across the bar 
and were surveyed using a rapid-time-kinematic global navigation satellite system (RTK-GNSS) 
for use as ground control point when georeferencing in post-processing. Photos were imported into 
Agisoft Photoscan Professional where they were aligned and georeferenced to construct a dense 
point cloud. Once outliers were manually removed, the dense point cloud was used to construct a 
DEM with a resolution of 0.04 m. 
For TB3, the same aerial lidar survey was used for the DEM of the point bar in 2011, but 
a combination of a terrestrial lidar and an RTK-GNSS topographic survey were used to construct 
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a DEM for 2017. Terrestrial lidar and topographic surveys were conducted when the river stage 
was 0.93 m with a discharge of 170 m3 s-1. The point bar was surveyed with a TopCon GLS 1500 
laser scanner with a sampling frequency of approximately 30 kHz, accuracy of 0.004 m, and a 
point spacing of approximately 0.1 m. The instrument was set up at the land-water interface to 
survey the point bar from six locations and obtain complete coverage of the area. As the instrument 
is moved, temporary benchmarks are used to georeference individual scan locations. Each 
benchmark was surveyed with RTK-GNSS and was used for post-processing the data. Terrestrial 
lidar inherently does not capture oblique surfaces well (Momm et al., 2013), thus a simultaneous 
topographic survey was conducted by mounting an RTK-GNSS antennae, collected at 1 Hz, to an 
ATV. The ATV drove in a grid pattern to obtain information along the upper bar that the lidar 
likely missed as well as the face of the bar to supplement the terrestrial lidar data. Post processing 
involved setting both surveys to the same datum and merging the point clouds using LAStools 
(Isenburg et al., 2006). The resulting point cloud was imported into ArcGIS where a triangulated 
irregular network (TIN) was constructed to interpolate between gaps in the dataset. The TIN was 
then converted to a DEM at 3 m resolution. DoD maps were created for each point bar by 
subtracting the 2017/2018 DEM from the 2011 DEM. The resolution of the DoD for Maier and 
TB2 was 1.3 m, and 3 m for TB3.  
To understand the preservation potential of the Wabash point bars, surface elevation 
profiles from 2011 were extracted along 1 m increments from the upstream, middle, and 
downstream GPR lines along each bar. The 2011 profile and GPR images used the same scale and 
vertical datum for proper alignment. Once overlain onto the GPR images, the 2011 profiles was 
used to determine how the surface may have been preserved in the point bar architecture and how 




5.4.1. Morphologic Change of Point Bars from 2011 
The extent of the 2011 point bar surface in Maier, TB2, and TB3 is inherently less than 
2017/2018 because river stage was higher at the time of acquisition. Thus, the comparison is 
limited to the 2011 point bar extent. The DoD for Maier reveals most deposition occurred along 
the mid-bar, adjacent to the rapidly eroding outer bank as the bend expands into the floodplain at 
a rate of 3.52 m yr-1 through the DoD period (Figure 5.4; Table 3.1). The digitized banklines 
confirm erosion along the outer bank and expansion of the bend through the apex. The upper bar, 
near the middle GPR line has the most deposition, with a maximum of 1.75 m, whereas maximum 
erosion of 0.75 m occurs along the bar head, just upstream of the upstream GPR line. Erosion has 
also occurred along the bar tail, but a lower amount where the maximum is 0.45 m. Additionally, 
a small area of deposition of 1.4 m occurs downstream and adjacent to the erosion on the bar tail. 
 
 
Figure 5.4. Maier 2011 – 2018 DoD using aerial lidar for the 2011 bar extent, and SfM for the 




 TB2 and TB3 have similar patterns of erosion along the bar head, and deposition along the 
middle bar to the tail (Figure 5.5 A and B). On TB2, a maximum of 1.15 m of erosion occurred 
along the bar head, whereas 1.55 m eroded on along the bar head of TB3. The digitized outer 
bankline confirm the relative downstream translation of the bends where minimum outer bank 
retreat has occurred adjacent to the erosion along the bar heads of TB2 and TB3, and maximum 
bank retreat occurred adjacent to the areas of maximum deposition along the bars. Average 
migration rates for the DoD period are 2.27 and 4.27 m yr-1 for TB2 and TB3, respectively (Table 
3.1). Approximately 1.2 m of deposition occurred along the middle of the bar on TB2, near the 
middle GPR line, closer to the water’s edge, whereas 0.4 m of erosion occurred along the upper 
bar in the same location. Along the bar tail of TB2, 1.8 m of sediment deposited along the bar tail 
that is transition toward a counter point bar along the concave bank.  TB3 has experienced the 
most deposition of the three bars with amounts up to 3.8 m along the bar tail. Between 2011 and 
2017, a large bar front moved across the bar and increased the overall size of TB3, and thus, the 
extent of the 2017 bar tail is overlain onto Figure 5.4 to visualize the amount of growth along the 
bar tail in 6 years. Deposition along the hatched area is likely in excess of 3.8 m through the 6-
year period.  Similar to TB2, deposition in the middle bar occurs near the water’s edge and erosion 





Figure 5.5. Wabash River DoDs. (A) TB2 2011 – 2018 DoD using aerial lidar for the 2011 bar 
extent, and SfM for the 2018 extent. (B) TB3 2011 – 2017 DoD using aerial lidar for the 2011 
bar extent and a combination of RTK-GNSS and terrestrial lidar for the 2017 extent. Red 
indicates areas of deposition, while blue indicates erosion. 
 
5.4.2. Radar Facies and 2011 Surface Profile Overlay on the Wabash 
The upstream GPR lines reveal distinct differences in facies within each bar (Figure 5.6). 
Along Maier, 100% of the internal architecture consists of facies 2, likely indicating preserved 
ripples and dunes as sediment is reworked from bedform migration. Along this line, approximately 
0.5 m of deposition has occurred since 2011. Although the 2011 does not distinctly align with any 
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reflectors in the GPR image, the slope of the line is similar to the current transverse profile. 
Conversely, 91 % of TB3 is facies 1 where reflectors are laterally continuous and dip similar to 
the current bar surface. The overlain 2011 profile indicates erosion along the lower bar, closer to 
the water’s edge, as well as a lack of the ridge (facies 3) seen in the 2017 profile. The base of the 
ridge appears to sit on the 2011 profile, indicating deposition of facies 3 likely started to occur 
after the 2011 profile was acquired. The upstream line of TB2 includes all facies, where 3 and 4 
dominate the upper bar, above a high amplitude reflector that spans the length of the bar at 1.4 m 
depth. Facies 1 accounts for 28% of sediments that occur below and adjacent to facies 3 and 4, 
whereas facies 2 account for 45 % of the preserved sediments and dominates the lower bar, 
indicative of reworking of sediments. Furthermore, facies 4 occurs along the lower bar in multiple 
places and is indicative of scour, suggestive of a higher energy environment. The 2011 profile 
occurs above the 2018 surface profile, confirming the approximately 0.75 m of erosion shown in 
the DoD. Furthermore, a hump occurs at 40 m from the inner bank in the 2011 profile that may 




Figure 5.6. Upstream GPR lines along Maier, TB2, and TB3 with mapped facies. The upper bar 
is on the left of the images, and water’s edge is at the right. 
 Facies 2 dominates the middle line in all bends, where it covers 100% of the area in Maier, 
81% in TB2, and 65% in TB3, and deposition since 2011 has occurred in all lines as facies 2 
(Figure 5.7). On Maier, the 2011 profile aligns with a high amplitude reflector near 1 m depth, and 
crosses the reflector 75 m from the inner bar. A similar high amplitude reflector occurs in TB2 and 
TB3, where in TB2, the 2011 profile crosses the reflector near 75 m from the inner bar. Along 
TB3, the 2011 profile acts as the discordant boundary between facies 2 (above) and facies 1 
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(below) the profile before onlapping onto the high amplitude reflector near 65 m from the inner 
bar. The 2011 profile on TB3 has a very linear profile compare to the bilinear profile of 2017. 
Facies 2 on the lower bar of TB3 show reflectors dipping at 18 compared to 6 on Maier and 9 
on TB2, and is indicative of lateral accretion packages. Furthermore, a similar distribution of facies 
1 occurs below the high amplitude reflector on TB2 and TB3, indicating that the high amplitude 
reflector may be an erosional boundary.  
 
Figure 5.7. Middle GPR lines along Maier, TB2, and TB3 with mapped facies. The upper bar is 
on the left of the images, and water’s edge is at the right. 
 The downstream line on Maier indicates a distribution of facies 3 and 4 on the upper bar 
similar to the upstream line on TB2 (Figure 5.8). Facies 2 makes up 53% of the sediment, and 
occurs along the lower bar, closer to the water’s edge, and has similar characteristics to the 
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packages of facies 2 characterized in the middle and upstream lines on Maier. The 2011 profile 
confirms erosion in the area, and displays topographic variability, possibly as a result of a previous 
extrusion of facies 3. The downstream line on TB2 is similar to the middle line in terms of 
distribution of facies where facies 2 makes up 79% of the sediment and facies 1 makes up 21%. 
Facies 2 occurs above the high amplitude reflector seen at 1.3 m depth, facies 1 occurs directly 
below, and facies 2 occurs again along the lower bar. The 2011 profile confirms deposition along 
the line, but does not align with any reflectors in the image and similarly cuts across the high 
amplitude reflector. The 2011 profile also has a more linear profile compared to 2018, where some 
bilinearity exists, similar to the shift to a bilinear profile in the middle GPR line on TB3. TB3 is 
composed of 84% of facies 1 with two smaller areas of facies 2 cutting across facies 1 along the 
lower bar. The 2011 profile confirms the approximately 3 m of deposition that has occurred along 
the bar tail, but does not align with reflectors in the GPR line. However, a high amplitude reflector 
occurs at 1 m depth and has a generally similar profile. The 2011 profile is more linear than the 




Figure 5.8. Downstream GPR lines along Maier, TB2, and TB3 with mapped facies. The upper 
bar is on the left of the images, and water’s edge is at the right. 
 
5.4.3. Radar Facies along the Pearl 
B5 is translating and rotating downstream, similar to TB2, at 3 m yr-1, whereas B6 is 
translating, rotating, and expanding, more like TB3, at 1.35 m yr-1 (Figure 5.9A). Overall, the GPR 
signal penetrates deeper compared to the Wabash, and the reflections are higher amplitude likely 
as a result of a difference in grain size (Figure 5.9B). The upstream line of B5 is dominated by 
facies 2 with distinct lateral accretion packages that dip steeply at 23. Facies 2 overlies facies 1 
with less steep and laterally continuous reflectors. The middle line of B5 is dominated by facies 2, 
but packages of facies 1 occur below the high amplitude reflector 1.5 m depth as well as along the 
lower bar near 4 m depth. Both packages of facies 1 appear to terminate into facies 2. Facies 3 and 
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4 are occur in the downstream line of B5, similar to Maier, but are less extensive. Facies 1 
dominates the upstream line of B6, but a large area of facies 4 occurs near the water’s edge. The 
middle line of B6 is composed of 100% facies 2 with reflectors dipping approximately 8° toward 
the thalweg. The downstream line of B6 has a package of facies 1 that cuts through facies 2, above 
and below. The thickness of the packages are similar, but the cross-section is small and any 
terminations may not be captured. 
 
Figure 5.9. GPR Lines along the Pearl River. (A) Locations of the GPR lines along B5 and B6, 




5.1. Preservation of Channel Planform  
The mode of migration on Maier is distinctly expanding, whereas the mode of migration 
on TB2 and TB3 are more complex where TB2 is translating and rotating, and TB3 is translating 
and expanding. Along Maier, facies 2 dominates across the bar and is interpreted as troughs of 
preserved three-dimensional migrating bedforms in lateral accretion packages (Bridges and 
Leeder, 1976; Reesink et al., 2014). The distribution of facies across Maier is also in agreement 
with the model derived from analysis of structures within McMurray Formation that relates 
expanding bends to thick lateral accretion deposits across the bar (Hagstrom et al., 2019). The 
lateral accretion packages lack distinct erosional or discordant surfaces between the packages 
likely as a result of continuous deposition and reworking of sediments through bedform migration. 
Discordant surfaces are typically related to a change in hydrologic pattern (Hickin, 1974) or 
localized channel curvature (Nanson and Page, 1983), but curvature on Maier has no drastically 
changed, thus continuous deposition occurs near the expanding bar apex. Furthermore, the lack of 
relationship between the 2011 surface elevation profile and a reflector within the GPR lines on 
Maier confirms the reworking of sediments as bedforms migrate across the bar.  
Although TB3 is experiencing some expansion like Maier, the preservation of sediments 
is distinctly different. TB3 is dominated by facies 1 that has been previously associated with 
shallow flow depths, typically along bar tops. Facies 1 occurs along the upper bar and is interpreted 
as deposition related to low velocities or as migrating ripples and dunes that are smaller than the 
resolution of the GPR antennae used (Parker et al., 2013). Features smaller than the vertical 
resolution of the GPR data are presented as a single laterally continuous reflector, rather than 
chaotic and discontinuous reflectors like in Facies 2. The upper bar along TB3 is much shallower 
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than Maier or TB2, especially along the detached bar tail where a large flat area makes up the 
upper bar before sloping down toward the thalweg (Figure 5.8, TB3). Inner bank flow separation 
may also occur along the bar top of TB3, further enhancing deposition and lower velocities 
(Nanson and Page, 1983; Ferguson et al., 2003; Smith et al., 2009). Furthermore, the dominance 
of facies 1 in TB3 may be a result of the tendency for down-valley migrating meanders to 
preferentially preserve downstream deposits as the upstream portion of the bar experiences 
erosion. Along TB3, the only accretion upstream is facies 3, a ridge. The presence of facies 1 along 
the upstream line may reflect deposition when the bar tail was historically further upstream. As 
the bar migrated downstream, bar tail deposits were preferentially preserved, which is consistent 
with a downstream wedge accretion packages that preferentially preserves deposits closer to the 
bar tail along translating bends (Ghinassi et al., 2016; Hagstrom et al., 2019). 
Additionally, TB3 has distinct discordant surfaces that are associated with changes in 
sediment supply and intra-bar rotation. Along the middle GPR line, the 2011 surface elevation 
profiles matches the high-amplitude reflector that onlaps the more extensive low-angle high 
amplitude reflector. The accretion package of facies 1 below the 2011 profile and above the high-
amplitude reflector near 0.75 m depth may be associated with intra-bar rotation as the mode of 
migration changed in TB3 from translating to translating and expanding (Figure 5.7). Along the 
downstream line, a similar high amplitude reflector is seen that has a similar angled dip to the 2011 
surface elevation profile and occurs in a similar location to the middle GPR line. This accretion 
and discordant surface may be similarly related to the change in mode of migration along TB3.  
The high-angle dipping reflectors seen on the lower bar of TB3 in the middle and 
downstream GPR lines are indicative of an increase in sediment supply in the form of bar fronts 
that have moved across the bar as it has grown and expanded and lead to the deposition of nearly 
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4 m of sediment along the bar tail (Bridges and Leeder, 1976) (Figure 5.5B and Figure 5.10B). 
The position of the large bar front (B) was near the middle bar in 2011, but moved approximately 
200 m to the position in 2017 (Figure 5.10A). A smaller bar front (A) moved approximately 400 
m since 2011 and is likely associated with facies 2 in the downstream GPR line for TB3 (Figure 
5.10A). Bar front accretion is apparent in a GPR line of the bar front, outside of the 2011 point bar 
extent, as steeply dipping reflectors dipping toward the inner bank rather than the channel thalweg 
(Figure 5.10C).  
 
Figure 5.10. Bar Front A and B showing the (A) extent of movement and GPR transect position, 
(B) the extent from a field photograph, and (C) the associated GPR profiles from downstream 
lines 1 and 2 where reflectors highlighted in pink are associated with the bar fronts. 
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The distinct differences in facies on the rapidly migrating Maier and TB3 are indicative of 
the mode of migration and response of the point bar. Along Maier, expansion of the outer bank 
occurs through the bend, and the bar is maintaining a rate of deposition similar to the rate of erosion 
along the outer bank to maintain the channel width. Conversely, TB3 has experienced outer bank 
erosion adjacent to the middle and downstream bar tail. The outer bank erosion created a 
significant change in channel width, and thus velocities within the channel were redistributed and 
slowed, enhancing deposition of the point bar, specifically along the bar tail (Whiting and Dietrich, 
1993a; van de Lageweg et al., 2014). The change in width and shallow nature of the bar enhanced 
deposition and did not facilitate the development of large bedforms like on Maier, and thus, mostly 
facies 1 is preserved through the bar.  
TB2 is translating, similar to TB3, but is rotating rather than expanding, thus the 
distribution of facies are different from TB3. Facies 2 dominates through TB2, but facies 1 is 
apparent in all lines across the bar (Figure 5.6 – 5.8). The same work that revealed the patterns of 
deposition associated with expanding and translating bends in the McMurray formation document 
that rotational bends preserve lateral accretion deposits near the bend apex (Hagstrom et al., 2019). 
However, because the meander is translating and rotating, facies 1 and 2 are interbed into the bar 
architecture. Facies 2 dominates in the middle and downstream lines as the bar rotates downstream, 
overlying facies 1 associated with previous downstream bar tail deposits. The upstream GPR line 
and DoD indicate erosion, indicative of downstream translation, whereas the middle and 
downstream lines indicate deposition (Figure 5.5A). Similar to Maier, the 2011 surface elevation 
profiles does not align with a distinct reflector, but cuts through facies 2, confirming the reworking 
of sediment by migrating bedforms. 
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Although sediment cores were not collected along the bars, inferences of the extent of fines 
(silts and clays) can be made from the GPR. The electrical properties of clay material typically 
have a high conductance that limits the penetration of the GPR signal, thus fines can be detected 
by inferring areas with low-amplitude or a lack of reflectors (Bristow, 2013; Robinson et al., 2013). 
Fine sediment is associated with deposition along the bar tails of translating bends, sometimes in 
the form of counter point bar, which are apparent in the study reach along TB2. A small area of 
possible fine deposition occurs along the upstream line of TB2 and TB3 near 40 m and 45 m from 
the inner bank, respectively. Additionally, an area of fines may be present underneath facies 3 and 
4 along Maier as well as below facies 1 in the middle GPR line on TB2. The downstream 
translation of TB2 and TB3 may preferentially preserve finer sediments as new sediments 
accumulate on top, but detected facies within the downstream lines do not indicate the presence of 
fines in recent deposition. Along Maier, the fine material below the ridge and swale topography 
may the result of a previously deposited bar tail that was consisted of finer sediments. 
5.2. Ridge and Swale Features 
All of the bars have a ridge or swale feature associated with the up or downstream GPR 
line. The most extensive and large feature occurs along the downstream line of Maier (Figure 5.8). 
The ridge and swale patterns have been associated with scroll bars that have been documented 
along point bars previously (Bridge et al., 1998; Fielding et al., 1999). Previous work indicates 
scroll bars may develop as a result of channel widening from outer bank erosion (van de Lageweg 
et al., 2014), or from a relationship with vegetation or downed trees where sediment accumulates 
as a result of reduced velocities near vegetation, creating a local ridge (Zen et al., 2017). However, 
a local ridge has formed along the upstream line of TB3 and does not appear to be associated with 
any vegetation based on investigation of aerial photographs. The ridge is also downstream of a 
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local channel widening that occurs along the bar tail of TB2 (Figure 5.5B). Furthermore, scroll 
bars have been documented more often along the downstream, widening portion of a bar rather 
than upstream bar head (van de Lageweg et al., 2014).  
However, similar scroll bar features occur along the upstream portion of the bar on TB2, 
with several single facies 4 features on the lower bar. The upstream portion of the bar has 
experienced erosion, confirmed by the DoD, and the presence of scroll features is likely the result 
of erosion into the floodplain as the meander translated downstream. The floodplain is composed 
of historic scroll features from a previous meander planform, and as TB2 translates downstream, 
the erosion along the bar head is uncovering the floodplain features. The scour features along the 
lower bar are not associated with ridge features (facies 3), and may relate to scour associated with 
chute channels along the bar. Previous work has documented that chute channels occur along the 
bar head and extend downstream along the point bar during high flows (McGowen and Garner, 
1970; Kasvi et al., 2013). Several different high-flow events may have formed the scour, and 
subsequent lower flows filled in the scour, preserving a feature identified as facies 4.  
The scroll bar features along the downstream end of Maier are more aligned with previous 
findings of scroll bar features and formation (Bridge et al., 1998; Peakall and Best, 2007; van de 
Lageweg et al., 2014). The scroll features may have been more extensive in 2011 where the ridge 
and swale features could be detected in the surface elevation profile (Figure 5.8). However, 
subsequent erosion in the area has reduced the extent of the features and may continue to erode as 
a result of the bedrock outcrop along the outer bank, opposite to the downstream GPR line. The 
bar is limited in expansion because of the confinement of the channel from the bedrock outcrop, 
thus flow velocities are increased, likely leading to enhanced erosion within the area (Figure 5.4). 
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5.3. Comparison to Point Bars along the Pearl River, Louisiana 
Facies were mapped along GPR profiles from the Pearl River to determine if similar 
patterns of facies exist in other modern point bars with similar modes of migration. B5 is 
dominated by facies 2, similar to TB2. However, the upstream line of B5 has facies 2 with distinct 
lateral accretion packages, dipping more steeply, that overlay facies 1. The dip of packages within 
facies 2 is lower in the middle and downstream lines of B5, more similar to facies 2 in TB2 near 
approximately 6 - 8°. Facies 3 and 4 are apparent in the downstream line of B5, similar to Maier, 
but are less extensive. Facies 3 and 4 were apparent in the upstream line of TB2, but this is not the 
case for B5. The presence of the ridge and swale topography associated with facies 3 and 4 in the 
downstream line of B5 may relate to the downstream translation of the bar, similar to Maier. 
Although the ridge and swale features are not detected in the surface of the bar, without 
consecutive topographic surveys of the bar, it is unknown if the area is experiencing erosion like 
Maier. 
The facies mapped along B6 are more similar to TB2 than TB3 where facies 2 dominates 
rather than facies 1. Along the upstream line, facies 1 is captured in most of the line, but an area 
of facies 4 occurs near the water’s edge, likely as a result of erosion of the bar head as the bar 
translates downstream. Although facies 4 is not mapped in the upstream line of B5, the reflectors 
near the water’s edge in facies 2 show a similar concavity to facies 4 in B6, but is less continuous, 
and thus, is not mapped as facies 4. The middle line of B6 has lateral accretion packages as a result 
of expansion of the bend, similar to TB3 where facies 2 is mapped above the 2011 surface profile 
(Figure 5.7).  Expansion may be more rapid in the middle line of B6 as facies 1 does not occur, 
despite the translation of the bend. However, any facies 1 that was present may have been reworked 
by migrating bedforms, similar to Maier and TB2. Facies 1 does occur on the downstream line of 
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B6, and may be remnants of bar tail deposits from a historic more upstream oriented planform 
before the bar translated downstream to the current position. Facies 2 is likely occurring over facies 
1 on the downstream line because flow is still fully developed as a result of the high curvature of 
the bend, thus bar tail deposits associated with facies 1 are deposited further downstream (Jackson, 
1976a). Both bends along the Pearl have a higher curvature than the Wabash bends where B6 has 
the highest, and Maier has the lowest and is the longest bend in the study (Figure 5.12). 
 
Figure 5.11. Comparison of channel curvature through each meander in the Wabash and Pearl 
rivers. 
 The upstream and middle line along B5 and B6 have a similar high-amplitude reflector 
that expands across the GPR images at a similar depth of 1 – 1.5 m found in several lines along 
the Wabash River. Some reflectors onlap onto the reflector, indicating an erosional boundary. 
However, the prominent nature of the reflector found in lines within both river systems that 
expand the entire image indicate it may be related to a perched water table. A water table has 
been previously identified within a coastal sand dune where sediment above onlap onto the high-
amplitude reflector and sediments below are more hummocky in nature (Van Overmeeren, 1998) 





















distort reflections below the water table. In the coastal sand dune, the sediments above and below 
the water table were not separated by an erosional surface, rather the saturated sediments were 
distorted and were interpreted as more hummocky features. Without further in situ sampling and 
verification, the high-amplitude reflector can only be inferred as an erosional boundary that is 
not distorting sediments below. 
 
Figure 5.12. An example of a water table at 100 ns within a coastal sand dune. (From van 
Overmeeren, 1998). 
5.6. Conclusion 
Analyses of planform evolution along the three bars on the Wabash River and the 
accompanying GPR profiles confirm that point bars reflect different internal architectures based 
on planform evolution. Lateral accretion packages occur within facies 2 and are associated with 
expansion or rotation in a bend, whereas facies 1 is associated with translation. Furthermore, 
comparisons with point bars along a different river system, the Pearl River, confirm the 
relationship of facies 1 and 2 to more translating bends, and more expanding or rotating bends, 
respectively. However, distinct differences occur within each bar as a result of local perturbations 
within each meander. Local perturbations captured in the GPR may not be preserved in an ancient 
rock record because the bar will be reworked as channel planform continues to evolve. By 
overlaying the 2011 profiles onto the Wabash GPR lines, the amount of sediment reworking could 
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be visualized because a clear alignment of a preserved reflector and the position of the profile was 
not consistency apparent. Although findings from this work indicate a relationship between 
preserved depositional facies and mode of migration, future work should further characterize bar 
deposition with sediment cores or trenches to verify findings in this research. Furthermore, repeat 
geophysical and topographic surveys should continue along the Wabash and Pearl rivers to 
increase temporal resolution of the datasets. A static view of the internal architecture of the bar is 
important, but it is equally important to understand the preservation potential of sediments in 






Chapter 6. Conclusions 
 
6.1. Summary of Research Findings 
Point bars are prominent features of meandering rivers that impact the morphology, 
hydrology, and sedimentation within meander bends. Understanding the formation and 
preservation of the point bars, as well as how the morphology responds to changes in channel 
curvature and subsequent flow structures is essential to further refine morphologic models of 
channel evolution. Furthermore, understanding the preservation of sediments within the point bar 
and the relationship to mode of migration is necessary to enhance interpretation of depositional 
packages when identifying reservoirs for oil and gas production as well as groundwater potential. 
The objectives of this research were accomplished through the collection, processing, analysis, 
and integration of multiple remote sensing techniques including, terrestrial and aerial lidar, SfM 
from photographs taken from an sUAS, MBES, ADCP, and GPR. The Wabash and Pearl Rivers 
provided a platform to analyze distinct point bars within bends of multiple planforms and curvature 
that have experienced different modes of migration. Not only were individual comparisons made 
between characteristics of each of the bars, but the collection of data along a continuous series of 
bends allowed for analysis of how upstream and downstream processes between curvature, flow, 
and sediment affect local interactions.  
Chapter 3 focused on comparisons of local channel curvature to channel and point bar 
characteristics including migration rate, channel width, longitudinal elevation, transvers slope, and 
a shape factor within a series of bends on two separate rivers. Comparisons were also made 
between field observations and synthetic data created from a bed evolution model. Chapter 4 
focused on identifying patterns of flow through a reach on the Wabash with overall lower 
curvature, a bedrock confinement, and developing bars compared to the Pearl River with higher 
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curvature, limited confinement, and developed point bars. Patterns of flow were also compared 
between two separate surveys on the Pearl River to determine the influence of the point bar on 
flow structure. Finally, different flow structures were identified for linear and bilinear cross-
sections. Chapter 5 focused identifying facies within the internal architecture of three point bars 
along the Wabash River. The bars have experienced rates of migration exceeding 2.5 m yr-1 in a 
six and seven year period, thus a profile of the point bar surface from 2011 was overlain on the 
GPR line to understand how sediments were preserved in the period, and to determine if a 
relationship exists between mode of migration and mapped facies within the bar. A comparison of 
mapped facie is also made between two bars along the Pearl River with similar modes of migration.  
Three research questions were presented in Chapter 1 and are revisited here with the 
summarized results that address each question. 
Q1.) What are the differences in point bar morphology between bends along the Pearl and 
Wabash Rivers and bends of different planform?  How does curvature relate to the overall 
morphology of the bar?  
 The distinct difference between point bar morphology on the Pearl and Wabash are the 
bilinear and near-horizontal profiles that occur on all bars along the Pearl reach. The same profiles 
occur along the Wabash, but do not occur along all bars. Bilinearity is related to higher curvature, 
and the bends along the Pearl all have higher curvature than the Wabash, where TB3 has the 
highest. TB3 also has the most consistent pattern of bilinear and near-horizontal transverse profiles 
along the Wabash. TB2, along the Wabash, also has bilinear and near-horizontal profiles, but 
curvature of the bend is similar to Maier, which is dominated by linear profiles. However, the 
different in transverse profiles is likely a result of the difference in the gradient of curvature on 
Maier compared to TB2. Curvature along Maier persists through the bend, whereas curvature along 
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TB2 decreases more rapidly and enhances bilinearity along the bar. Furthermore, bilinear profiles 
occur along IB1 and IB2 where curvature is minimal. The mechanism forming bilinear profiles on 
these bars are likely different where IB1 forms through deposition as eddy accretion associated 
with the bedrock outcrop. The bends along the Pearl River TB3 have higher curvature that likely 
induce flow separation along the inner bank that maintains the bilinear profiles. 
 Although the curvature is higher along the Pearl, rates of migration are higher along the 
Wabash reach. Both rivers have a similar lagged relationship between curvature and migration 
where the maximum point of migration occurs approximately 1.5 times the bankfull channel width 
downstream of the apex. The relationship between curvature and width is more variable as most 
bends along the Pearl are compound with two lobes of maximum curvature and greater channel 
widths associated with these lobes Furthermore, maximum rates of migration occur are associated 
with the second lobe of curvature in the Pearl reach. Along the Wabash, width is greater between 
bends and is associated with counter point bars along the downstream end of TB1 and TB2, and 
the detached bar tail along TB3, however, maximum migration does not align with changes in 
width like the Pearl reach.  
Q2.) How does flow structure vary with curvature between the Pearl and Wabash Rivers? 
How does flow structure and position of the HVC change at two different river stages where 
the point bar is exposed vs. submerged? Do differences exist between flow structure associate 
with linear vs. bilinear bends? 
Flow structure is similar through the Pearl and Wabash reaches when looking at the DAVs. 
Higher velocities occur along the inner bank near the bend entrance before moving outward further 
downstream. Distinctly lower velocities occur along the downstream bar tails of IB1, TB1, TB2, 
and TB3 within the Wabash and are associated with zones of flow stagnation or recirculation from 
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the bedrock confinement in IB1, counter point bar deposits in TB1 and TB2, and a detached bar 
tail in TB3. Similar zones of lower velocity are less common along the Pearl reach, but a zone 
occurs along the downstream bar tail of B5 and the upstream bar head of B6 where a deep scour 
pool occurs along the right bank and is associated with a tributary that likely maintains the scour 
pool. However, the high curvature along the bend may also induce flow separation and a zone of 
stagnation along the outer bank that is further enhanced by the tributary. Flow measurements of 
the tributary were not conducted, thus a quantitative influence of flow from the tributary is 
unknown.  
Higher curvature along the Pearl reach also maintains a more coherent cell of secondary 
circulation in that channel thalweg through most of the bend. The cell breaks down between bends, 
but quickly reestablishes near the apex of the bend. Secondary circulation is less coherent in the 
Wabash reach where multiple cells occur in some cross-sections. The strongest and most coherent 
circulation is associated with TB3 where curvature is highest in the reach. Higher curvature along 
the Pearl reach is also associated with bilinear profiles that separate flow within the thalweg from 
flow over the bar, creating an asymmetry in the distribution of flow in the DAVs compared to the 
Wabash reach, except for TB3. 
Although bilinear profiles have previously been associated with zones of flow 
recirculation, only TB3 showed distinct recirculation over the bar top. The bars along the Pearl 
had flow divergence at the bar head and a stark difference between flow within the thalweg and 
flow over the bar, but zones of recirculation over the bars were not detected in the Pearl reach. 
Distinct different in cross-sectional flow structure were determined between linear and bilinear 
transverse bar profiles where inward directed flows near the channel bed would dissipate near the 
break in slope along the bar. Linear profiles were associated with a more consistent magnitude of 
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near-bed flows moving up the bar slope. However, the extent of inward and outward directed flows 
over bilinear profiles was dependent on the location within the channel. Bilinear profiles within 
the upstream portion of the bar had flows that were directed outward over the bar head, whereas 
toward the downstream end of the bar, flows were directed more inward over the near-horizontal 
portion. This difference is likely associated with the larger secondary circulation imposed on the 
streamwise flow through the bend. 
Finally, the influence of the point bar was greater when stage was higher in the Pearl reach, 
and the location of the impingement of the HVC occurred further downstream as a result of 
topographic steering. When stage was lower, the bar had less influence on the flow, thus the HVC 
was more toward the channel center at the bend entrance, and thus, impinged along the outer bank 
further upstream. However, the zone of lower velocities associated with the scour pool and 
tributary, in the transition of B5 to B6, extended further into the cross-section and likely pushed 
the HVC outward, causing it to impinge further downstream than the 2018 HVC at a higher stage. 
Overall, the magnitude of the HVC was less in 2017 compared to 2018 as a result of reduced 
discharge with a lower stage. However, secondary circulation was well-developed in both surveys 
across similar extents in each meander. 
Q3.) Are there distinguishable patterns between point bar internal architecture and mode of 
migration? Are differences in transverse bar profiles preserved in the internal architecture?  
Distinct differences between preserved architecture and accretion packages were observed 
in the point bars along the Wabash. Bend expansion and rotation were associated with facies 2 that 
represents the preservation of migrating bedforms that continually rework sediments. The 2011 
profiles did not align with deposits within facies 2, likely because sediments were reworked 
through bedform migration. Conversely, the 2011 profile consistently aligned with reflectors 
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associated with facies 1 in TB3 that experienced more translation and expansion. Facies 1 is 
associated with more laterally continuous deposits hat reflect deposition in more shallow 
environments, or smaller migrating bedforms that were not detected because they are smaller than 
the resolution of the GPR. Facies 2 occurs more alongTB2 because the bar is rotating and 
translating, but facies 1 is preserved as the bar migrated over deposits associated with previous 
translation. Conversely, TB3 went had rapid expansion and subsequent deposition of the point bar 
tail that is dominated by facies 1, likely because the bar top is higher in elevation and more 
extensive, creating a shallow environment conducive to deposition of facies 1. Facies 2 occurs on 
the lower bar slope where larger bedforms migrate across as the bend expands. Furthermore, 
smaller areas of more steeply dipping facies 2 is associated with bar fronts that have moved across 
and expanded the bar.   
Facies 3 and 4, ridge and swale packages, also occur along the bars within the Wabash 
reach. A ridge is developing along the upstream portion of TB3 that may be associated with a 
change in channel width. Conversely, a ridge and swale feature occurs along the upstream portion 
of TB2, but is likely associated with previous deposition as the bar head erodes into the floodplain. 
Finally, a ridge and swale feature occur on the downstream bar tail of Maier adjacent to the bedrock 
confinement. The scroll feature was likely established when Maier was migrating downstream, but 
the increase influence of the bedrock outcrop has enhanced erosion in the area. The scroll feature 
was detected in the 2011 topographic profile, but is not detectable in the 2018 elevation profile, as 
the area is flat.  
Finally, facies were mapped along two bars within the Pearl reach and compared to the 
Wabash. The distribution of facies similarly related to mode of migration within the bends, but 
some areas of facies 2 had more steeply dipping reflectors. The change in slope may be indicative 
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of greater channel curvature in the Pearl reach compared to the Wabash. Furthermore, bilinear 
transverse profiles are common along the Pearl bars and occur along TB2 and TB3 in the Wabash, 
yet preservation of the profiles were not detected.  
6.2. Future Work 
 This research investigated the characteristics of point bar morphologies along bends with 
different modes of migration and channel curvature, three-dimensional flow structure through a 
series of continuous bends, and depositional packages in the internal structure of point bars. 
Although findings from each study are important contributions to furthering our understanding of 
the point bar in meandering rivers, the work remains incomplete.  
 First, the morphology of point bars were characterized in a field setting and the spatial 
series of longitudinal and transverse slope were compared to synthetic results from a bed evolution 
model with surprisingly similar alignment. However, cross-sectional profiles should be extracted 
from the synthetic data to analyze the extent in which bilinear profiles are predicted. Field data 
should also be compared to results from a morphodynamic model that encompasses more channel 
complexity compared to the bed evolution model. Bilinear profiles are prominent along the Pearl 
River bars, but are more sporadic along the Wabash, and determining the extent in which a model 
can generate bilinear profiles is important to understanding the formation and maintenance of the 
profile in a field setting. Furthermore, the calculation of a shape factor needs to be refined to 
encompass a quantitative difference between bilinear and near-horizontal transverse profiles. 
Ultimately, a threshold value that distinguished between a linear, bilinear, and near-horizontal 
profile should be determined. 
 Second, the characteristics of flow throughout a series of bends adds an understanding of 
how flow is inherited from a previous bend. However, an understanding of detailed flow patterns 
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over the point bar in the field setting is still lacking.  Bilinear profiles have previously been 
associated with flow separation and zones of recirculation.  Although the Pearl has bilinear profiles 
on all bars within the reach, distinct zones of flow separation and recirculation were not apparent. 
Additional ADCP surveys should be performed at various flood stages with increasing depth over 
the point bar to determine if a threshold for the initiation of flow separation or recirculation exists. 
A higher density of cross-sections may help determine if these areas exist. Furthermore, additional 
surveys could determine if the impingement of the HVC along the outer bank will continue to 
occur further downstream as stage increases, or if flow will be directed over the bar more, 
preventing impingement along the outer bank. 
 Third, a more detailed understanding of the internal structure of the bars is necessary to 
further characterize depositional packages associated with different with modes of migration. 
Sediment cores or trenches are necessary to verify interpretations made from the GPR profiles and 
understand the differences in amplitude of certain reflectors. In situ observations can also verify if 
the high-amplitude extensive reflector is an erosional boundary, the water table, or both. 
Additionally, analysis and integration of the other GPR profiles taken along each bar is necessary 
to create a more complete characterization of accretion packages. In addition to the 2011 surface 
elevation profiles, sediment cores could be dated and connected spatially to reconstruct older 
elevation profiles. Results can be compared to previous planform of the bends to better understand 
the preservation potential of the bars. Similarly, sediment cores should be taken along the Pearl 
River and dated to reveal historic surfaces that can be related to previous channel planform. Repeat 
geophysical and topographic surveys should continue on both reaches to increase the temporal 
resolution of the datasets and further document the preservation potential of the bars. The results 
from both rivers should be compared to one another as well as point bars in other rivers to better 
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understand if similar accretion packages occur. The occurrence of similar accretion packages can 
be used to update conceptual models of the internal architecture of point bars and be used to 
interpret ancient outcrops of point bars as well as seismic and other geophysical datasets of ancient 
point bar packages. 
Finally, the results from this work can be expanded upon to apply the findings to 
applications involving developing better best management practices for riparian users. Land loss 
is a major problem associated with meandering rivers across Earth. When systems are better 
understood, new ways to mitigate problems can be identified. For example, comparing high-
resolution field measurements to synthetic data created from a model show a relationship exists 
between the two datasets, but the model needs to be improved to capture the variability. As models 
improve based on the collection of high-resolution field data, the river systems can be better 
understood and managed. A direct management application can be to aid our understanding of 
sediment and flow dynamics along point bars used for a sediment diversion intake, like the ones 
proposed along the Mississippi River. Additionally, data from this study can be used to analyze 
habitat and nesting areas for aquatic creatures like fish and mussels. Creatures require specific 
conditions for their habitats, and high-resolution datasets including the MBES and ADCP data 
collected in this work should be used to identify and better understand where preferred habitats 
exist. Identifying these areas in two separate rivers can indicate if patterns exist between where 
ideal habitat locations occur, and findings can then be extrapolated to other river systems. 
Terrestrial habitats can also be identified using the SfM and lidar datasets collected in this work 
and compared similarly between rivers.    Finally, understanding facies packages related to point 
bars can aid in the understanding of reservoir characterization for oil and gas, as well as 
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groundwater. Future work can also explore the use of GPR to identify the water table in sand 
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